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AWRY is a fanzine which is devoted to no worth
while causes whatsoever. AWRY is a fanzine de
voted to the entertainment of its editor and is 
available to others if they wish to receive it, 
provided that the editor wishes to send it to 
them (sterling and frequent letters of comment 
are entertaining to the editor, as are selected 
zines in trade). One sample copy is available 
to anyone for one dollar in either folding U.S. 
currency or international money order.

Welcome to this humble fanzine, which may be the greatest thing since cloning.

When cloning becomes popular, and the legal problems all get resolved, I think I'll 
clone-off two of myself for the exciting tasks of typing, collating, stapling, address
ing, stamping, and maintaining the mailing list. I'll also take them along when I 
visit Dave Hulan or Ed Cox, so that Dave or Ed and I can drink and talk in comfort 
while they're running the gestetner. Clones may even come in handy when the FAPA dead
line approaches much too closely for comfort. Yes, I think cloning will be of great 
benefit to fandom.

One of these days, when I'm not too lazy, I'll have to research and write an all-in
clusive article on the benefits of cloning as they would relate to fandom. Or, better 
yet, I'll just let one of my clones write it.

I could have used a clone to handle the driving during the five weeks we spent pushing 
a Toyota 8000 miles over various parts of this country. Starting September 15th we 
went from here up to Yellowstone, then over to Chicago and around and over to upstate 
New York. From there we went down through Shenandoah and the Smoky Mountains, then 
straight across to the Grand Canyon, and then back home. We stayed two half-days and 
one night with Wally and Jackie Franke in Beecher, Illinois (Good People; we're start
ing to draw up legal paperwork for importing them to California), and because we were 
running ahead of schedule we missed making connections with the Coulsons (but I had a



Fans are Sians, so long as they never leave their typewriters,

lengthy talk with Buck on the phone, from Jackie’s place). Outside of the numerous 
problems which we always have with cars not born in this country (they break down a 
lot, and their dealerships don't know much about fixing them), it was an interesting 
trip. We saw a lot of this country, much of which we’ll probably never have the 
opportunity to see again, . ■ . .

Of course, some of it I wouldn't want to see again. Like Texas, I was telling Jackie 
about Texas, and she responded s "Texas may be reconquered by Mexico whenever they get 
the urge. If what we saw was any indication, the whole place is nothing more than a 
Super-Big oven designed to B-B-Q cows while still on the hoof," It was that, yes, but 
it was really the shifting winds which we found to be the most bothersome. Occasion
ally you would smell something which could only be duplicated by ten generations of 
a family of cattlemen who, religiously down through the ages, refused to move so much 
as one cow;’ turd from the sanctity of their barn. Were you to walk into such a barn at 
high-noon on a hot, still day you might possibly duplicate the experience of what it's 
like to drive across Texas. .

We passed through Amarillo, Texas and stopped for the night just west of the city, but 
far enough west that the city was out of sight; This was obviously cattle country. 
You could see aS far as the curvature of the earth allowed, and all you could see were 
cows and barns, And one motel. It was a little strange to see this large, handsome 
motel sitting in the middle of absolutely nothing except a lot of cows and barns.

We got our stuff unloaded, which meant that it was time for me to pick up some ice and 
fabricate something tall and cold, I grabbed the ice bucket and started out the door, 
I no sooner shut the door behind me when this tremendous odor hit me full ir. the face. 
Now, 'when I used to live at Indian Lake, N.Y., I thought it a particularly unpleasant 
task to execute the yearly dumping of the outdoor latrines at the campsite my parents 
owned. However, compared to this odor, I couldn't have been as bad off had I even . 
stuck my head in the latrine while dumping it. Anyway, I dropped the ice. bucket as the 
shock of that smell hit my system, and then I scrambled back inside the motel room, ’ 
Once inside I stood spreadeagled with my hands against the door, just to guard against 
the possibility that the odor was strong enough to turn sentient and try to get in.

Five minutes later I stuck my head out the door, cautiously of course, and sucked air 
through one nostril. I guess the thought of having a drink is sufficient to’ overcome 
one's fear of almost anything. At any rate, the air was sweet and clear as’ the result 
of a slight wind shift being sufficient to temporarily remove the menace. .

Texas stinks.

So does Akron, Ohio, Los Angeles and New York are the best-known centers of smog in 
this country} you mention "smog" and people automatically think of one or the other. 
Now, even though I live in the Los Angeles area, whenever someone mentions "smog" I 
will fondly remember Akron, Ohio and then throw-up in memory of it.

We never actually saw Akron, Ohio. But we passed through it, and we knew it was there 
somewhere - inside those rolling clouds of dark grey smoke. Although I have never 
read nor heard of the following fact, I feel I can state without contradiction that 
Akron is much noted for its rubber factories. As the smell of burning rubber assailed 
our nostrils, my wife started breathing through the litter-bag. I reached behind the 
seat and, quickly opening one of our suitcases, grabbed the first piece of cloth that 
came to hand. It turned out to be a soiled pair of our son's shorts, but proved to be 
adequate for the emergency. ‘ .
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I chose AWRY for a title because ABOURBON just didn’t have the right ring to it.

On the brighter side, we encountered • nothing ..but clean and .clear: air i during pur stay 
in Yellowstone and theBig Horn ‘Mountains of. Wyoming »• -Ctr at leapt: it.;spemed -like 
clean'air to us. Someone once.paid that the’ last piece, of.clean air in this country 
blew through the center of Wyoming, sometime, in 19.65«,Although we’re sorry that we 
missed the occasion, the air wasvstill pretty good while we were there just a few 
weeks ago. ’......

Phoebe and I were quite taken with Wyoming in general,aridYellowstoneJandjthe Big 
Horn in particular? Wd couldn't have spent a "better two half-days there if we had 
tried. .The first half-^day was spent/enjoying t.he . true greens' and.3bpp^ne-.cf;summer- 
time earth together with the bluest sky .and. the ...whitest clouds. .we;’veJrevpr rsepn-any- 
where. . The second half-day ;we woke up to .show?' ' ..gr^ow is only/äs •/ppeity-as -the country
wide which it lies, oil, and’ in Yellowstone the vipw/was majestic,.,/ j^üc^iiy » the/ snow, 
didn't ’take' on the roads, so we had clear sailing and unencumbered ^viewing. Some 

. people make two trips to Yeilpwstpne. to see what/it. looks like, in the summer and . . j 
winter seasons? we'säw’both In one trip. . - . ..,./... . ; ./-;■/

My second-favorite part of the cpuntry (we've been most everywhere ip,.the U.S., now, 
except for t^e Pacific Northwest, which comes next on/the. ’agenda), ,1$^e. Adiropdack t 
I^k bf upstate Npw York. As it happens, this is the. are^i.of the country where. I.grew 
tip, sort‘ öf, 'büt tiie beauty of this part of the country , is? real and not just nostal
gic oh my part1, We. had timed our visit so that we would .arrive during the peak, of, 
autumn color’, which is my favorite time in the Adirondacks.' Unfortunately, it rained 
the first four days we were, there, and when the sun finally pame out most of the cplor 
was on the ground/ ;In f^cj>, it was up to our knees.,Wanting to.come back with
out photos of the wpnd'erfdi Adirondack color, we tboka:few shots, of the ground. . ,

We spent a week at each of our old homesteads? .Bhoebe(’,s'in Grafton, New York, and mine 
in Indian Lake/’- While we were staying in Gra^tpp,'wh^ch is just outside of Troy, at 
John Robinson’s urging I stopped in at a meet|pg/'of the Albany State SF group.(I 
would have been content just to drop in and say hello to John,•but he’saip -"you don't 
want to See just me"). They bring bags of fanzines apd..paperback sf to; their meet
ings', and''generally Sit around reading these, A few, including John, spent most of 
their time playing some kind of an sf board-game. The rest of the group sat around 
feeding lines to a femmefan who dutifully worked these lines into what amounted to a 
group-written short story. Conversation was at a,m£nimum, and most of that took 
place dinring the. first few minutes that the meeting was in session. Better that I 
should‘have seed! just John., , . . . . ^

Actually, the meeting was probably more interesting than a LASFS meeting. .It’s true 
that at LASFS there’s a lot of conversation, but the problem is that it’s not very 
good conversation. Given a choice between drinking Ripple or not drinking anything at 
all, I’ll choose to go diy. //.„ ? . . :....... ;;?1.....

On our Way back home’we thought we saw a flying saucer. It was rather grey and hazy-, 
quite large, and Seemed tö change size in an undulating fashion. Then we realized 
that it was only Los Angeles, seen as we were approaching it from the desert.

It was good to get back to the apartment. Duarte we're not too crazy a£jop$,, but it ? 
was good to get back to the apartment. Yellowstone,the Adirondacks, Shenandoah>the 
Smoky Mountains - all the good clean-air places. •- only served to reinforce/jOU£xppnvic- 
tion that one of'.these- days we have to move ä. 'little further north onsputh and get,.- 
out of this carbon monoxideJenvirCjimeiit,,. Real, soon now, probably. Jleii\<,jnaybe; nextj 
year. Or the'oiie after thät. J'- , .. ’////’ ..• /■//.
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Clones would also be useful in the event that you ever need a transplant.
HnmwnwHMnmmimwwmuHumnmmimnwmwmmmm
In *7^ we’ll trade-in our Toyota (which has all the poop of a dead cheetah) and pro
cure a vehicle capable of transporting us through the wilds of the Pacific Northwest. 
We may even stop in at Seattle, both the one on top and the one below (the under
ground city of old Seattle has fascinated me ever since I read Frank Denton describ
ing it. Do you give guided tours, Frank?), Mainly we want to see if it's true that 
there is a sign outside of Seattle which says: "Last One Out Please Turn Off The 
Lights", We don't really think it is, but we want to see for ourselves.

. Although this issue seems larger than usual, this is really:just an illusionj the 
increased page-count is the result of my not using xerox-reduction in: the letter-
column,.. Issue was actually larger, if you measure by wordage instead of page-, 
count. The whole thing is a bit awry. Future issues, however, will not exceed 30 
pages, which is a break-point on postage costs and our bank account. I haven't yet 
decided whether this means increased use of the blue pencil when editing the letter- 
col, or a return to the use of xerox reduction. Whatever it means , it assuredly' sig
nifies that 30 pages is the absolute maximum, That's not 1a promise, it's, a policy.

You'll notice the promised change ini; the way letters were handled this time. Your 
comments on the space-controversy were turned into a,,,.well, whatever it is. Reac
tions to last issue's columns are set aside in a segment called EGOBOO ROW. Outside 
of these excerptions, the remainder of your letters are published in a "reasonably 
complete" manner under the new lettercolumn title W0RDSMITHIÜK1. With the segmenting 
of topics on a selected basis, devoted mainly to major items, the. flavor of a regular, 
freeform lettercolumn is not altogether lost. . I don't really know as I'll do. this 
again, but the idea was interesting enough t.o do once. Your comments, of course, are 
.something that I look forward to,.

It's my pleasure to announce that Jackie Franke is joining AWRY as Staff Artist, 
What this means, specifically, is that she will whip up superb illustrations directly 
pertaining to; various parts of the text of this fanzine. Although time was not 
sufficient to have her do more, she is represented herein with the illustration for 
HERNIA NIGHT AT THE FAITH HEALER’.S,.- as well as her standard logo for 6O-WATT. ..

Tina Hensel's reprinted article (HERNIA NIGHT) was originally published in Dean 
Grennell's GRUE some four years ago (it was gruesome at the time, and. it grew some 
ever since then), a fanzine which was distributed through FAPA and to a few other 
strange people. As the result of what I suspect was some heavy editing, you will 
note a sprinkling of Grennellisms throughout the article..' The more obvious sprinkles, 
however, have been shaken off by this editor in an attempt to somewhat reinstate the 
flavor of Miss ;Hensei's own writing style .(a flavor which .is vaguely reminiscent of 
having a glass of warm, flat beer dashed in your face when the outdoor temperature is 
sub-zero), I'm pleased to see this manuscript being spread to a wider audience, even 
if it does show everyone what a true sonofabithh I really am (you’ll have to read 
the article to understand that. Unless you already know me). Hopefully Tina will 
return with another installment of her WRYBALD TALES column for the next issue.

Dean Grennell (himself) remains persistant in the matter of sending me manuscripts 
which he keeps labelling as being "columns", I refuse to believe it. I told him the 
other day that I need a backlog of five manuscripts before I could consider a person’s 
motives as being pure enough for the purposes of calling that person a ’columnist", 
I thought I had him convinced, too, until he muttered something like "to hell with 
it" and walked away.

continued on penultimate page (^9).
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Being a forum of comments received on the subject of the value, or lack of it, of the 
Space; Program, This discussion was first: generated in AWRY #5, in response to ’ Jackie 
Franke’s article.-THE STABS* OUR 'DESTINATION?!; which appeared ih AWRY f:o-uw- 

. ------rr----- -—-«-#•-—-------- --------------------- _______________
■••• ■■-..• . C. • ( ,V;- ■•...■ r ■:.< J-SJCO

(Editorial comment will be set aside 000 like'so 000« ■ ;i rkTiiw
:•</ ’ *•'* .. •. .-T W-r'.'' -'u J •: • Ü.I U • ? b

000 It was interesting to-note that only Ohe" pej^on/^ägaih Ddfi D'AmüiaSSä, ;’wröte' in for 
the purposeidf,voicing opposition to the space ^6gram.*iin4he -previous' äiäsüö'th^re 
were two voices of dissent. It was especially interesting because I had expected to 
hear a .large amberI6fcfans rally to the'."popular'-’:.scatiset'Of !blaming the space-program 

-cfor such socialoills as.rstarving children^ enviromental -pbllution, and wetting the
.bed,-. -..can:.-. .^5 ct ■•••;.-■ . ■ J ?■

;It--iWaS;-my opinion that'.many, fans are’early supporters Of-such popular movements as
, . ..drugs, net.; bathing. »Jaijdunopposihg the space pro^taffir.t 1,:I'thirfc;this is still-true, but 

Ilfind. (.that'.most such - fans .are not active in fdnZirie farMom.' ‘They are more content to 
d^ep in-at..conventions and club meetings, wearing- a ■moth-eaten army blanket and 55 
pounds of hair, and talk sour-faced on any subject that cbmes tip. You don’t see-them 
so much in fanzines, or if you do they’re generally not literate enough to pay atten
tion to, ' ■■■;■ ■ ' ' ■ ■ ''■■■ ■ ■ -.•■> .• -I

So, it is refreshing to find that the "fanzine fans" - the real'-heairt and feuts of 
"fandom" - still appear te support the continuing1 reality of the äge-old dream of 
space exploration,’ ? It ris:Tikewise refreshing wheh a-truly literate persoii, such äs 
Don D'Ammassa, challenges you to defend that dream.

Here's what the. readers had to say on this subject. 000

MIKE SHOEMAKER J 't: .
• . : Alexandria Virginia It looks like I wa^- wfohg in my last

; - • i-rusj.r- . letter, as -an SF fan did write you
to oppose the space prögraiÄV-1-! am surprised, but T'don’t thlxik that ä discussion of

T the space program ds amiable one. I concur fully with Chad« Oliver- and yourself.
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■ 000 It appears that you’re wrong again, Mike. The subject, is viable to the extent 
that it is jstill alive in this issue. 000 - . . . .. . . ... -

LOREN. MACGREGOR__________________ ,______ t. ...
■ • Seattle Washington If .1 answered pön D’Ammassa,. I would

’ take up several more pages, so I
won’t, and will just say that you've done well from my point of view in presenting 
your arguments (you being Dave, by the way) but- that., you. won't, of course, convince 
anyone who doesn't ägree with you, ■ •

Personally, I always thought a way to merchandise the space program would be to. pub
licize the mundane things that it has brought’ about, like Teflon, Corning Ware, and 
Banquet Cooking. Bags, People don't give. £.damn about esoteric principles -- but.a ; 
"Redy-Kwik-Kpök" dinner they can understand, ' . .

Ain't I superior, though, . , ... .

DENIS QUANE____________________________ . . . .
. . Commerce Texas From your comments on several of the

letters, especially Don D'Ammassa’s, 
it would. appear that your views on the extra-terrestial imperative are much in agree
ment with mine, except, hopefully, yöu are not as discouraged. The quote ..from Chad 
Oliver's article was just right, Will have to look up the book it's taken, from, .

JACKIE FRANKE____________________ ,______ . . . . ■
‘ ‘ Beecher Illinois I hesitate to correct Don D’Ammassa,

but I did not claim that the article 
I wrote was objective in any way. My feelings on the subject were expressed quite 
early in it, and the phrase "Objectively studied" was in reference'to a theoretical

• (or hypothetical if you will) action on the part of someone else, .The balance of that 
particular paragraph was objectively stated, but no‘duch claim was laid to the entire 
piece. Far from itJ . . A ' ...

I get excited about exploring under Our 'seas, .our psyches and.our cohabitues on this
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Earth too,.. but I still have a special warm spot in my mind where I keep stewing 
about getting to the stars. If Don wants to blame the price of meat on NASA, that's 
his business, but I'd rather throw rocks at the Defense Department... we'd both be 
wrong, of course, but each to his/her own whipping boy, . .

It was announced that the atomic rocket program was completely dismantled. After 
; spending, 1 billion dollars and äll-but-achieving the sought-for device, the project 
was scrapped. No failures, no accidents and moving along smoothly, but scrapped none
theless, I hope it results in D'Ammassa's meat coming down a quarter of a cent per 
pound... or a cancer cure tomorrow, or all our poor having adequate diets, or all 
illiteracy being eliminated, or all pollutants being removed from our oceans, rivers, 
streams apdfwells , -qr^l .humankind forgetting ..past , differences and greeting each' 
Oth'e^W1 Brothers, .Y hut somehow I doubt if.,ft will.have the slightest effect’at all.

It’s pointless to argue, Dave did a far better job than I’m able, or .should .I.give 
the credit equally to Chad Oliver. A most eloquent defense..,

BUCK, COULSON’ , ; ... . .. . - - • , f
Hartford City.:.Indiana . ;:... D ’Ajnmassa neglects the' obvious fallacy

- « In.'tiis; argument, • which is that' ’'W
all those billions of dollars hadn't been "wasted" in space, they would have been put 
to good use. here, on earth by a few extra bombing- flights?oyer Cambodia.; Just thirikj 
without the''ipace program we .qiight -have been able to bomb Thailand by this'timä Y- "Then 
thefe'are lrctle things .like how'to keep people employed while shutting down they- 
polluting ’industries that employ themj not that,the aerospace •'industryis ’’dleah*,'•‘But 
it's certainly cleaner than putting the same money into the military, and provides more 
results than Amtrak, , : j. ■ ■ .':.v '• T. A

MARTY HELGESEN_________________________ .. : ':
, Malverne New York'yf I.think at least part of the dis

. . : : : ; illusionment with space travel has
'• nothing to do with’ t^j .^tt-techinology backlash. For many, people1 science fiction was 
fantasy with a tdOhnoldg^cal veneer. A. space ship,, like-.anflying carpety’ Was a. way 
of-getting where t^e action was ,. It was also, a symboli of the individual' breaking - 
away from the herd to confront danger and adventure on his own. Therefore, many are 
disillusioned with space travel, not because it is technological, but because jt' is y. 
routine, . .. .... .... .; , 71Y.J in' • ..... :

The film makers whö set clips of rocket launches against viewsof Biafran babies aie: 
clods' Biafran^baties did hot starve, because- of. technology or-•misdirected'priorities. 
They.'starve^ böc^se ot politics. Theyjweye ;caught ; ini:a. war., and whenever there-is ä 
war, 'bspeqiaily ,'one involving blockade ,or siege., people-starve;^ It's like those CI 
ridiculous letters one frequently sees in newspapers asking why a-country which dan 7 
put men on the moon can't clean up the slums, or the traffic mess or make the subways 
run properly.., The obvious answer .is. .that there are no voters on the-moon. If we were 
willing to p£jrthe price (financial, social, psychological, etc.) we could do most of 
these things, . ...... .

HARRY WARNER, JR,______ ______________
Hagerstown Maryland Every time I see someone on tele

: vision.scorning space travel, or
read a loc like that of Don D'Aimiiassa, I feel a trifle sorry for those individuals. 
They never seem.to think about their place in the future. We know that people told 
Columbus he would sail right off the edge of the world if he tried to go cd India in 
that direction and Ben\ Franklin that playing with a kite would have; no more consequence 
than any other childish game. But we don't know the names and addresses of those 
critics or their exact words. Television networks save much of their news footage and
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fanzines have an incredible ability to survive down through the decades. In the 21st 
and 22nd century, feature writers who decide to do a story on the doom-cryers and 
scoffersin the dawn of space travel will be able to dig out full details on who said 
and wrote the words theet seem so strange in that future day, It’s a negative way Of 
living on in the future that could embarrass a lot of grandchildren and great grand
children, even though the people quoted may not be around to know how they’ve become 
famous, .

■■ DON'D:'AMMASSA ■ _________________ ' ■ '
■i! — East Providence Rhode Island Äs one of the minority of two readers
... • •••who apparently disagreed with Jackie
Franke! about the space program, I feel compelled, to reply to the Various comments in 
'^our letter column. . .......

Your statement that.discoveries are often the result of research in an altogether 
different direction is.true, but irrelevant. First, Most discoveries are related to 
direct research. Second, no one will ever know what indirect discoveries May have 

fresulted if the. space funds had been invested in direct research into mass transit, 
?ocean developmenti weather control, cancer research, etc. We Might by now have had 

’ immortality? FTL travel, or matter transmission, ' ' '

You go on-to say that direct research has no predetermined end product. Apparently 
you confuse "direct research" with "pure research", which I never advocated. I favor 
directi purposeful,.!technological research in definite directions. You have refuted 
a paper argument which I never made. '

You also charge me with undervaluing exploration. Untrue, I favor massive explora- 
.. tion of. the ocean floor, for example.. But if I may refute both you and Chad Oliver 
>• in the same breath,. my point is that at this stage cf our social development AND our 

technological development, space is not a valid frontier - it’s a blind alley. Space 
exploration is part of the established culture, not an innovation. This generation is 
not likely to colonize. space; it is likely to colonize the oceans, assuming we don’t 
exertall of our exploratory efforts in fruitless space travel,

Chad Oliver and Ken Oz-anne seem to link opposition to the space program with anti- 
technologism. It is true that .space travel is a favorite target of this group, pri
marily because it is one of tfye less defensible uses of, our technology. But it is 
wrong to assume that all, or even the majority of the program’s detractors are moti
vated by this concept,. I stand as a case in point, I favor technological develop
ment, but feel that space exploration is considerably less important to the evolution 
of the race - at this stage - than development of new forms of energy, new medical 
techniques, techniques for increasing production levels and quality, etc. It is not 
an accident that Japan makes better electronic equipment and Italy makes better cars 
than the United States, I even favor continuation of the space program, on a reduced 
level, but not as a series of public relations extravaganzas, nor as an international 
crash program to outface the Russians, Mike Glicksohn’s point is valid. Far imore 
money is wasted. in the defense budget than in the space program? I also advocate sub
stantial trimming from the defense department. Perhaps if' we didn’t Waste so much 
thbre, we could afford even more involvement, in space programs. But, as Mike points 
out, space exploration is easier to curtail, . If I see one man stealing my car and 
another burning down my house, and I cannot save my house, I’m still going to try to 
save my car. '

Your rebuttal to Chris Walker is rather unfair. You imply he doesn’t want space travel 
until ALL the "problems of primate living", jare solved, Chris never said that. He 
stated that of all* the: issues facing him,: space travel rated low. This is particularly 
valid when you consider that several of these programs, if ignored, might result in
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complete dismantlement of the space program (population control/ ‘pollution, race wars, 
politics, etc.), : •

‘ • " •• • . - ; < f ’ > • •• • . ... . ...... r . ; .. •

No one said either that mankind must be ’’ready" for space travel before -embarking on 
it. We are saying phowevdr, that we are more'than ready for somd of these other pro
jects - we are 'long’ overdue ; ' " 1

I think the basic disagreement hinges on a misunderstanding. There are several alter
native fields of exploration open to mankinds space travel., psychology, undersea 

^e^pl^a’c£on/-:populatidn,b’oiitax)l> etc, I feel that all of thesO fields and others are 
' legitimate, valuable piögfafns, ''The disagreement is that I feel that a disproportion

ate airiöunt of our research money is beihgconfined to one area, and that one area 
seems to me the least likely to benefit the human race in the immediate' future; If 
something isn’t done in these other fields now, something to substantially alter the 
pfes^r® ’dHairi of^events','' there :mayw1ie rid lörig term future for:mankind iri which to 

1 bendff6’ifr0m space traVel,' ■ .'-The • fdture -may be a bleak, non-technologidal nightmare 
til fth&p Mankind stripped its own plariet too Sobn, and was unable t6 movebeyond'the 

'e’artil; This shortsighted attitude is typical Of the US Congress<which, ;inSteäd of 
initiating a program to develop’sdlax, nuclear, wind, or other energy ‘source's, auth
orized the temporizing stopgap measure of an Alaskan pipeline. It is not the'''detrac
tors of the space program who are shortsighted; it is the more rabid of its supporters, 

'"'1 'rest my case. I probably ought to write a formal article on the ‘sdbjeebpbut-I- 
döübt there's a need for it. The fact of the matter ib that my side has lost itä 
biggest target. The space program is being cut‘hack and is likely to contihue in 
that direction, I cannot, however, call this a victory, because the money is not 

’ laihg redirected into the other fields. Nixon calls this economy'; I'call it-Suicide.

JJ000 Quite frankly j' I'doubt we’ll develop FTL travel without having Space'iesearch...
' I.also don’t think fre're in dnyteal' disagreement 'as to the value of direct research 

( arid I never said thatdirect research has no predetermined end pfoducit)' ,‘ but we cer
tainly are as regards spinoffs’.1 ’"Research into a new field of science is ^absolutely 
necessary to allow an overall upgrading'in areas where direct research is seldom' 
applied .(hell, I smoke a pipe that .wouldn't have existed without a, space-program 
.spinoff/' It never smokes hot, 'doesn't require reaming, and needs clWaning-once or 
twide a ’week - unddr the faucet, ; How‘much^direct ‘research is applied to‘pipe-/" 
.smoking...?). Research in a frontierarea 'is' sometimes also necessary for the pur

' "■jpöse. df achieving a. breakthrough in a'totally ’different field where direct research
Is applied. Do you honestly feel that direct Research into the 'tölecOmmunicatioris 

‘media would have resulted in an updating' as'sücödsSful äs that.achieved by the commun
ications satellites? ; - •

"No one ever said that mankind''must be 'ready' for space travel before embarking bn 
it." Chris and I were discussing mankinds readiness for ET’contact, not space travel.

On to the main discussion. ‘ .

Your rebuttal convinces me that you are unnecessarily using the space program^ to a 
partial but significant degree, as a straw man, I cannot fault your motives, rioi? the 
Validity of your expression Of concern-over the more immediate needs of mankind. You 
do, however, fail to place the space program in proper perspective with regard to both 
its importance and how its existence effects the other programs for which you claim a 
higher priority, . . .

Before I go’any further into this Subject, it's important to state that I.do not con- 
1 sider you:as being- an obtuse obstructionist to what I believe as being the ultimate and 

priority goal-of‘ Mankindt moving out of the puddle and into the ocean. I’ll state
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flatly that I do not feel you have adequately consolidated your position on this sub
ject, and“that if you can Understand those'areas in which the diversity of your com- 
merits1 d:o/riot1 cömposit to a unified position then perhaps "you will be able to rip away 
the false perspective with which you view the space program* You have adequately 
demonstrated that you are a concerned individual who has a good grasp, on both logic 
and the priority of mankind's needs, Although you do not have a faultless grasp on 
these;'and are rid doubt 'scanning these lines with something less, than full receptiv
ity, "you nevertheless have .’the. ’;capacity to'modify your views. You may not wish to, 
but. surely -ybU can attempt to at least abS®rb: What I am going to'say to you - instead 
of rejecting it put of harid, ' . '. . . . ■ .. ... :■

I presume that ! have tWddked your primary interest with my comment that your-myriad 
statements are not consistant with your overall position on this .matter, . Eet :-me prove 

, that point first.

For one thing, you are beating your head against the wall and cutting your.throat..at 
■■ ■. the Same/time. You agree that space exploration is important, but you feel that-some 

of that:money should be diverted to other fields of research. Therefore you wish the 
space '• program to be further curtailed so that this money-will be made available. ("I 
even favor continuation of the space program on a reduced level"). However, as you 
admit ', the money which has to-date been saved as the result of these cut-backs is not 

■ being redirected into these other fields. To set aside, for a moment, the subject of 
- whether "a disproportionate amount of our research money is being confined to one

’ area", the- fact remains that you have endorsed a curtailment of funds to the space 
program at the cost of reducing the overall research, budget. Additional rallying 
against the space program could only ensmall it further, with still no cash benefit 
to the other research fields. If you truly felt that space exploration were a "legi

': timate,1 valuable" program, you would recognize that it is more desireable to leave 
space expenditures at an allegedly disproportionate level than to cut them back with
out benefit to the other fields of research. .

-Now let's get' back to the subject of a-"disproportionate amount of our research 
money" being spent on space exploration. Public money, maybe. But surely you're 
aware that what the government spends on spade exploration is the sum total of what 
is spent, whereas private foundation funding is quite significant in such areas as 

’ medicinej ocean exploration,.'and ecological studies. The private interests which pro
vide financial aid to Space exploration are generally being reimbursed their, expenses 
by the government,'and these amounts are shown in the NASA column of the National 
Budget. -When you reV-ieW^ the total financial-picture with regard to basic research 
expenditures , I don't think it 's disproportionate at ..all.

You say "at this.stage of• our social development AND our technological development, 
space is not a valid frontier - it's a blind alley. ... This generation is not likely 
to colonize Spaces it is likely to colonize the oceans, assuming we don't exert all 
of our exploratory efforts in fruitless space, travel." You contradict, yourself again. 
You’ve already pointed out that a cutback in the space program has not resulted in any 
benefits to the other research fields, and here you are berating the space program 
for holding us back from colonizing the oceans. Your ideas of cause and effect don’t 
scan, - ■ ■ '■ ' ■ ■ . ■ • ;

I therefore feel that you are not truthful in your endorsement of the space program as 
being "legitimate" and "valuable". Saying that there is a bad proportioning of funds, 
betweeri the various research fields, is not sufficient justification for an attack on 
the space program. After all, why pick on the space■ program in particular when in 
general there is so much excessive government spending in areas which are of no benefit 
to us at all (as you' have pointed out)? I talk about your being untruthful, but the 
dishonesty is with yourself. You don't really believe in the value of the space



program. You don’t understand the value of the space program.: :All you see is a 
"public relations extravaganza" and ah"international crash program to. outface the 
Russians", hot to mention "fruttless space travel". • The.hoop-de,-doo. and gung-ho? public- 
relations which surrounded the program had the' effect of blinding you to the program’s 
intrinsic value. : • ... • •. • . . ; ; : 1

■"I favor technological development, . but feel that space exploration isÄconsiderably 
- • less important1 to the eVOlutibn. of the race - at.. tHig. stage - than/development5of new 

forms of ehergy, new medical techniques/' etc. Theundeplining is: mine,^toipointjout
« that yoti didh't-get the! message which We" attempted to put .across^,-to you ;in.-.the. Ihst 

issue. As Oliver said? "If you have crops in the soil you do not have to abandon 
the elders to die as you sometimes must in a Anting society. ..If you have.:ia modern 
industrial economy/elaVery is a dead duck." ; , ' . . ■ .

Space is not a "blind alley"} it's the only major frontier left to us. You just don’t 
recognize the benefits that ensue when .man moves.into, a new frontier. I agree with 

DliVOr: at a point not "too distant in the future, "primitive man" will refer to the age 
wheirwe were confined to the planet Earth. And, in comparison with past "frontiers", 
Space' is a frontier of such Vast magnitude that the benefits to be reaped will totally 
exceed the values which we 'gained .from our past frontiers. Additionally, although 
it is;true that this generation Will hot.colonize space, to make’this a criticism of 

’.„<the space"' program' is to lay yourself exposed to charges of extreme short-sightedness.
•r Long-term goals “often have the priority over short-term goals, and short-sightedness 

will not allow us to/^solve/the/jiajor problems which confront us. As Oliver stated, 
racism and poverty - among other things - are not likely to survive as major problems 
once mankind is no. longferconfined'.to this planet.

So, forget the "public relations extravaganzas" and the "international.crash. program 
to outface the Russians" ahd "npace exploration is part of the established/ulti’re" 

-•"and iihe "at this st Age" and "this generation is not" business. Open up your mind 
beyond the sore on your foot, and recognize the fact that you’re running on gravel. 
Look beyond the innoculations for your kid and start saving some cash for his college 
education. Look beyond .the problems of "population control" on earth and discover 
that there's infinite room in the universe, . , . , « .. .

Anticipating solutions is :aS.j important as anticipating problems ; • people whp live uonly 
' in and for the present have1hot’the full capacity. (to learn from the past nor;to reach 
■for the future. Sometimes.the problems, of the. immediate present are so demanding of 
our time that we put aside the benefits that' should be ours in the future;. But the 
future, with its problemsarrives bef ore..we' ar;e. prepared for it} because we did not 
begin preparing at such time in the past as when we had the capacity to do so.
Pollution of our environment is something that., we had the capacity to avoid fifty : 
years' ago -/at the time when some of us knew how./bad the problem was going to. become. 
The spACe program is something that we should have had long before Kennedy saw/ that 
it was, overdue}' and we should have explored, bur.,own solar system almost a decade ago 
(we. cpWh have ,' if we had. avoided a late start' and an insufficient effort),

No,' the''; space program1, should not have been cut back - it should, have been accelerated. 
Forget the selfish thinking involved in the fact that this generation will not colonize 
space. The next generation won’t, either, at this rate. We're talking about more 
than the needs of. the futures we’re talking about today’s needs,. too, . If we, were: “ 
colbniding.'spachiightnow, many if not most of today's major problems would; not .exist. 
We shade.' how,'. In a generation or two, it would be. virtual;.suicide ■notrtoj
have thrown aside the confines of. this planet, . /.. . .... : ; ....

As one science fiction;author put its ;are you listening?; 000 // ,
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—-from Autumn Loaves : . • •
by.Eldrin Fzot

Firstmostly, we have a shemozzle to comb öttOoth, ’ hävihg. 'its r6dt§. iii. the\ past 
two issues^ Rose Hogue, of Faroff?:Exotiö Huntington Böach. nötes',that, .

I seem to recall someone having quoted that same limerick". .Alas, in the 
meticulously organized jumble of my den-cum-off ice, I cannot löc^.the pre
vious issue .of AWRY; I count myself lucky to find No. 5. So bac^I must 7 ■ • 
fall, with a sodden, squishy thud, upon my memory and that is notorious foi? 
treacherous unreliability on at least eight continents. '

The clot of doggerel to which she must ref or, I suspect, is the one that went:

... . , A lighter’s fine,
. . .. But, as a rule,

. ; bi..j- It's out. of flint
. . . . . ;. .. ; Or out of fuel, . .;

.<of course,bisn.'t;-a?limeriok at all, or a limick, or ä qüatrain, haiku 
or clerihew,; It'siasimple little abcb type rhyme and, as I've slnna come to 
susspectwith vast .chagrin, probably isn't even all that original.

A plague lurking in wait for the writer who churns forth stuff for others to 
publish is the lag—time involved. You plonk some words down. They look 

I_____ ' ■ ........ .. .. • ' ~ I
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great next morning so you post them off. Weeks go by; months; perhaps years, even 
decades. Suddenly a publication comes wafting back and there you sit, muttering 
sheeg, did I really write that? '■

Thus, with the example at hand. After I splashed off the’thingie for AWRY 4, I came 
upon an Ogden Nash book in some nth-hand shop, bought it,, went skimming through it 
and found that the ubiquitous and indefatigable Nash had strung together some words 
to substantially identical gist, ; :

.‘The late Mr. Nash — may he rest happy — is the joy and despair of any feckless 
wight who*d essay to commit risible rhyme: A joy because:much of his stuff is a de
light to read and a despair because he discovered So mahy of the ripe apples and 
knocked! hem. off the tree. ' ' ■ - '

• Before seating myself at the console of the mighty IBM to compose the current trove 
of trivia, j scrounged among my bookshelves, found.the Nash book and tried to locate 
his version.t>f our poem. In vain, I conned the table of.contents. ' Doggedly, I 
turned each page, looking for the damned thing. Now it’s gone again, wnniri you 
believe? .....

As I can t find AWRY 4 —• it’ll turn up as soon as I no longer need it, in the pro
cess of some future shakedown for another elusive, artifact — I can’t tell if I 
identified the cartoonist on Bloch's old tv show as Sid Stein or Sid Snow, The 
latter was another actual entity, -also living in Milwaukee at 1 asi. sighting; a 
subordinate in the service department of Cleaver-Brooks. The firm makes commercial 
boilers and I wrote their operator’s manuals for a few years in the early ’60s. 
Oddly enough, the head of the C-B service department was named Bill Hailpy, .....

And, speaking of amusing coincidences, of names, : back.in the days when all of us 
lat+orday DPs to California Were comprising midwestern fandom, Earl Kemp came 
whooping up from Chicago, for all.the^wbfldlike-Lochinvar out of the west, waving 
a souvenir program or perhaps a,newspaper cutting, proclaiming that Robert Bloch 
was going to give a violin rdc^al^ '4^. I didn't leave out the i in recital; that’s 
how the clipping or whatever actually'read..) I wish I had saved that. I really 
don't expect anyone to believe it at this distant remove. The thing went on to say 
thait Pobe^t. Bloch < ijould ;be accompanied on the :pi:aäö!:by : hiS; wife, 'Marioh, The part 
that strai^.,q^i|litybto. the ! snapping point ' is that 'hi£'tyii$/öf that time had that 
identical..f£ii?st.®am§>*;.’. iSo.you .had:' the compound1 cpihcidSnce Of Identical names, idea— 
tically.-jspbllbd, ;!o£ the Itwo ..sößarate couples', plu^^the ciowni'ri^' .tbuoh of the' slightly 
scatalogiqalicrr; or, m$re precisely, proct ologic'ai'typo. \No/: it"ijidn't .say that 
Maripn.LBlQch'-<Was. giving :a piano5rectal; that truly would ;te^ar belief...', Andi Dave, 
when you cut this onto, stencil^ take care to- prevent a vowel movement in that last
verb, won’t you?

Speaking, as we had been, of Mark Twain and the keep
ing qualities of humor, some of his output bears up 
quite well as the centuries ooze past. Recently,,- 
ah associate commenced recounting events I knew J 
to be spurious. I demurred. The associate reminded 
me that his autograph constituted.a,vital-yalidai- I 

:tion upon my ^paycheckä,1 which;1 cherish all the 
way t o the barik;- ihe ; confrontatioii' Was /being speci- 

• tated intently-by several'of-fiy cö^ündörlings.
There was manifest need for a face-saving wisp of 

• repartee and it häd to Ite good or it wouldn't 
float. . ; . - '■ • ■



"Will you accept my admission," I temporized, "that you can remember anything, whether 
it happened- or not?" At which point, I made a deftly paced exit, thinking to myself, 
(Thanks, Sam.). It floated. . . ..

I must concede that Ms, Hogue is entitled to exchange the lighter verse for another 
which, beyond peradventure, carries no slightest taint of Nashian priority. Toward 
this end, I have dredged one up from the depths of my rucksack that Oggie, in the most 
dire straits he ever conned, would not have touched with a pole nine feet, fourteen 
IhchbS' in length, • •••:.•• . • ... . .

■ ! • ■ ' -J--- . . I’m losing hope . . . • J." '
Of using rope
To snare a cassowary. ............ ..

; . A trap’s preferred; ' ‘ '■
• . . -.p It snaps the bird, . ' ; ; <■. j-A-a--'

Who’s very las so-wary,
• i i —from Thanks, I Needed That .. . . .

' '!r" ■ ' '' :: .. . ■ by Provo Rambler . . . .

Tell me you’ve heard that one quoted, Rosita, and it will be the qualm before the 
storm. - ■' ;; ■ . .....

Hurtling through space at 7000 leap years per second.

THE CASE OF THE STOCHIASTIC ZYZZCGETON .r J. : - '
John H. Watson, M.D., passim in A STUDY IN SCARLET, relates how his singular roommate 
violently rejected every scrap of data that Holmes did not view as relevant and per
tinent to his envisioned, activities. .

Many years later, circa 19^, another; M.D., this one-named Robert M.- ;Lindner, was to 
enter the afterquoted observation in a book titled REBEL WITHOUT A. CAUSE; : : • :

. "A further striking feature of the intelligence of the psychopath, and one 
which appears only after long-time acquaintance with such individuals., is 

. concerned with the amazing excess-cargo of uncoordinated and useless in- ..
formation they possess. Frequently öhe is misled by their- typically ency
clopaedic range into considering them persons of high intellect, even of 
culture. Penetration with timehowever, discloses that like the veneer . 
of mahogany applied to inferior wood, this mass of ’knobledge’ is super

. fioial and undigested? that it is free-floating, lacking the requisite
. elements of cohesiveness and relativity. The design of psychometric ex- ■ 

aminations is unsuited to plumb such depths." ; ... .

Thisthe month when AWRY runs their7big Three Quotes For The Price Of.Two Special, 
so we’ll toss in, by way of lagniappes ; . i , .

"And you can make a quarter of äh education go twice as far againj if you’re;
careful with it. I mean you don’t have to quote the whole of the inferno to

■ show that you’ve read Miltons half a line may do it.",. .
" • k;_ ■ ■ • ’ ■ .: . . .. . ” ’’

.... .. ... •. ...... .. ..; — from Tbö Bottles of Relish'
'■ ' by Lord Dünsany '■
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And then we have:

. .-. ,"Generally i- o£ q.ourae> Dean Grennell (it ’si-always good to have a^collegei .d • 
man around in fandom) is right." . ,d- •

...J< .. . --frota-Wryting.'In, AWRY 5 T
.. . • .u ' ■■ : ' by rAl jo: Svoboda, Orange,-CA/ . •• TdE;

I; am. experiencing. a. weird sensation -of being gädflöwn. by. fellow Orange^Gouhtians, this 
issue. Huntington Beachj City of Oranges Doesn't anyone read your fanzine in hinter
points like Heyworth, Illinois, or Acid Rock, Pennsylvania, Dave? Sheeg, there's even 
a fanzine coming out of Newcastle, Indiana, -again these days so what’s it with all 
these locals? -.

First, leave us inform the bouncing. Czech that. I ain't never been to no college, al
though it’s true that I drink a lot of;cültüred-buttermilk. In fact, I barely scraped 
through a small-town high school by the most precarious of margins and that was a long 
time ago when the body of human'knowledge was much Smaller, Taking history meant 
grappling with the Dred Scott Decision and .the dramatis personae of the XYZ Affair, 
but you didn’t have to memorize the names of those who figured in the Watergate Scan
dals Teapot Dome, perhaps, but Watergate, no.

However, I sometimes suspect that I do have a problems especially since I got to page 
6 in Dr, Lindner's book, from which the quote is lifted. I stopped reading it at 
that point, for reasons that should be obvious.

No one is more keenly aware than I aril that I have a lot of unrelated bits of data 
sloshing about in my memory banks. Much of it, I'd be happy to forget, just as Holmes 
planned to forget that the earth revolved about the san, once he’d been so informed, 
so as to clear out a valuable pigeonhole for storage of something more‘apt tote ? 
useful. ... . . ... . . " . .,

There are some things I can’t remember and I wish.,1 -could. There are a lot of other 
things for which I have no clear and urgent need, but! can’t forget them on a bet. 
You pare to.come in and sniff .about the. cluttered attric? .jEte my guest, but don't say 
I didn’t warn you. Your life may never be‘quite the .same simple and carefree tureen 
of madrilene again. ’ ■ -

The pupils of .the eyes .of drug users contract, .if they ’ye. 'been, taking morphine and 
dilate if they ’ve b0'n*^aking cocaine (hello.^Imes) ,,'; I could get along 
nicely'with<^ ^fanf'f;^cp,ess .to/that knowled^p^, ' ' Vlt- follows .me about and won't let 
go, T can't vouch fOp\thd .accdracy of that .infqrTn^lpn.but^.I can fell you where I 
read it and when I.‘read it ,'' It was encountered in’ one of the ...issues of . a shagedged 
pulpzine called SECRET AGENT X, gome '.time -in the 'late ,-Fal,l .'.0.$1936. . ' /

Shortly l^for'c that,: I'd ■encountered one .q/ /those ; catch-all,'-books 'that told how to do 
everything, ‘Among the goodies it 'revealed;'y^.lipw.'.t9 .■deyeiop.ari efficient .memory. 
Key things to unrelated items, said the book, and you'll never'forget them. There was 
no warning as to he. perils...of shpyeling...^.ond^.sider3’ta into th.e .omniverous maw of ,an 
didetidmemory (I used to know what' eidetic means^, but I've forgot,ten...,,). Applying 
the principles laid down in the book, as I understood them, I thought of a coal-miner 
in Washington,. D.C.. C pnt ract-^morphine ;• ..d.iljate-c.oQaine,... .Zotz, The damned, system works.

Back in the mid-Thirties,. when practically •all'' of^US were much’yöünger than we are any 
more — with the obvious exception of Wilson Gilgamesh "Bob" Tucker — parents used 
to worry about their progeny poring' over shagedged pulpzines, much in the same way
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that parents of this latter era worry about their.kids smoking pot. It was felt that 
reading a copy of*OPERATOR 75 would make a kid grow up.to become an axe murderer. Axe 
murderers were deemed riffraff'in the Thirties, before airplane hijacking had been in
vented.

Looking back, I can see that the concern was justified, only the rationale was shaky. 
I couldn’t see anything wrong with reading pulpzines, so I read pulpzines. It was in 
one such that I encountered William Harper Littlejohn, aka Johnny, one of the five 
aides of Doc Savage, for'whom that particular pulpzine Was,named. . .....

All of Doc’s sidekicks had7some particularschtick. Call it characterization by 
eccentricity. . Renny liked to smash‘.’hiö fists through doors. Monk looked Tike an ape, 
covered with hair the color of rusty shingle nails. Ham was a fop who carried a sword 
cane. Long Tom had a complexion like mushrooms5 probably Amanita phalloides, and , 
Johnny used a lot of big words. Doc, himself, emitted weird, ventriloquial trillings 
whenever things began to get;--interesting, I used to emit weird trillings gill the. time 
and .my Dad would scream, "Stopithat idiot racket!" 'Often, I'd wonder how Clark Savage, 
Srj.».-handled' the same situation. .. ■ :

But, worse than the trilling obsession, I became a big-word freak, thereby validating 
my parent’s. contention that I shouldn't have been ruining my mind with dime-novels,

I have, a friend. --in.fact, another fellow Oräiige ’Countian — who reads that/ crazy . 
Buck Rogers stuff and who is, by trade, a physics professor at U-Cal/lrvine, Yes, 
Al jo, he's probably the college-man-around, for whom you thirsted and faunched.. ,.;jt.. 
seems.tenable that you needs must go to college to'tecome a physics professor.' Öpe/. 
day, Greg -- that’s what we call him, his namens -Gregory. Benford — was. showing me one 
of the emanations of esoterica which he’d exuded5 hie defense against the publish-pr- 
perlsh i dictum, • It was ^impressive or, at least', it impressed me. It bribtloq .with 
megalithic mesons and polyphemic protons and good jass like that-there, Physics class 
at good old Campbellsport (Wisconsin) high hadn't prepared one to assimilate benfoidian 
promulgations at a single mighty gulp. Rather Tike comparing prunes with Sal Hepatica, 
you know? . ' :

I whiffled my bock-beer-colored eyecojones d'öwri' the learned lines and, by the middle 
of the second paragraph, conceded myself as lost with no reward offered. There is 
something about quasimodorian cantrips in the third octave of Canopus with a belt in 
the back, that puts a fine, chatoyant glaÄe over my normal, barefoot-boy eiteriialism. 
But one burgeon of verbage caught my eye. ............ ! ■ '

"Gregory, my good man," I footnoted'/ "you seem to have a word here with which I must 
confess that I am not Intimately, familiar. What means this vargermirdescheitzal 
'stochiastic'?" • - ’

. : ' •’ ?•=•■- XL ' '' ' ■ • ' ’ ’

"Umm, err, ehh,;well, uhh, I thought everyone knew what that meant. Sort of like, pick
ing up speed as it goes along." :

"Of course, of course; now I remember. Must really be getting on into my dotage to 
mislay the meaning of those familiar childhood terms." I murfled rapidly on through 
the rest of it, pacing myself at about 36OO words per minute, with a skeptical snort 
here and an indrawn breath of reappraisal there. Handed the sheaf back to Benford, 
saying, "Yes, of course. You've made some frightfully good points here and there, old 
boy. I fancy some of your hypotheses would put old von Wenniger quite on the defensive, 
were he still about."

"Who’s von Wenniger?*' Creg wanted to know, . .
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You re not familiar with Alois von Wenniger and you style yourself a physicist? : 
Really, Greg-reh!" I drained the last of his vouvrayand took my leave. A true 
gamesman gives his utter all in every chukker, for that is the essence of what it's 
about? wouldn’t you have to agree?

I suppose, if I don’t tip.it in,.there will be a snippish inquiry from some other- J 
Orange County AWRY reader (wreader?), perhaps from some unlikely spot as Modjeska. 
Canyon, wanting to know wot iss das vargermirdescheitzel "zyzzogeton", he in? Al •imer- 
tary, my dear Flotsams In bygone editions of Webster’s Unabridged, this otherwise' 
unexceptional species of South American leafhopper used to be the penultimate entry. 
I believe the la.ter editions may have dropped the term? for,all I know, because the’ 
wee buggers became extinct. Subsisted exclusively on a diet, of their own young». 
y’khbws hard lines, those. . . . ".. ■ : . . : • •

Whatever the last, entry in the dictionary may be .any more, I really couldn't say.
It s just, that I’ve not taken the time to correlate it with coal ■ miners. '.Vqi.i see, : 
havihg recognized the nature of my problem, I’-ye undertaken apt ©therapeutic prophy
laxis of the apparent vector of infection. Like, here a peutic, therapeuticevery
where a peutic, peutic, ‘

Besides!; as ■ anybody knows , it was one of the Bacons who wrote the Inferno. ' F-ranci s, 
Roger? Öscar M. ?' All I ban say for sure at this point in my self-prescribed course 
of treatment is that the other two invented .gunpowder, and the Wienermobile,, not : 
necessarily in that order, .1 ■ . .. . -. .

If the delegate from Huntingtdp Beach was about-to request the fine edge, of distinct:. 
t ion between a limerick and a lijnick, we. can. turn to that slender volume of yexSe, . ■ 
titled INFERNO LOST, by Eldrin Fzot (writing, upder the nom de plume of Milton- ^'.j .• 
Schmiltop) , from which we can extract an indubitable — if atypically unrabcl&iSean : 
— specimen that reads; ' . \ ’• . ■ . ' ;

' , ' ; . One night, just outside of.Altoona, ?
' ' • An old bum ate a can of spoiled tuna.

He then hopped a train,
. . , . . ; Which was going to Maine,,
. . ... But the bum got ptomaine even sooner, .

You will observe tfie classic aabba rhymescheme that, brands the -breed, although I'Ve 
encountered at least one blank-verse, or abcd.e, sample,..,. . ; . .. .

As for the limick ,. that sprouted in the fertile soil-of .the master’s mind and, islittle 
but a limerick that has been subject to prefrontal, or, perhaps, postprandial: lobotomy, 
excising one of its dithyrambs, or whatever. Its rhymescheme is aaba and, in poor 
light, it gets difficult to tell one from a quatrain. If the estate of Ogden Nash 
will condone it, mindful that full, credit (or blame) is, given, we can cite the sample 
he called Limick Three; • ,

Two nudists of Dover, 
... Being...purple all- over.,: . • •

' ’. . .. Weremunched by a cow .... . . ...... ...
: . When mistaken for clover., ■ .

The sportscar soap-opera, ...Porsche faces life.
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;Book Review j ARDOR ON AROS, by andrew j. offutt. ' ■ , ■ Reviewer; Don Ayres

1973. Dell Publishing Co., New York. ;/0931-095, $0.95
Lovers of the.S&S novel, of the scientific romanaces spawned by Burroughs, and of the 
controversies of the Fate Worse Than Death, lend me your thighs, your sineWS-^arid 
(surprise) your-genitalia. Here at long last is a descendent of the ■ ERB school who 
knows what sex is, as he well should, considering the writing he’s done in the 'past.

It is a past to which this novel belongs, in fact. If this book doesn’t read like 
Wh° Wr°te THE GASTLE or MESSENGER OF ZHUVASTOU, it is also a younger 

offutt whose manuscript mouldered in the offices of Dell Publishing Co. for some three 
years ^fore som® enlightened official decided that they ought to publish it, perhaps 

- intrigued by such chapter titles as "The planet that was not Mars”, "The girl who 
was not Dejah Thoris", and "The custom that was not chivalric". It was indeed such 
chapter titles that first aroused my interest in the novel when andy first mourned its 

• ~to a bunch of us.-at Ghainbanacon I a couple of years ago.

The novel is an unashamed product: of the ERB plot, with modifications, and even man
ages to sound very much like ERB, ^especially in the later chapters when the hero and 
heroine are vindicated, saved, and otherwise set up so that they can live either 
happily ever after or until the author needs some money and can arrange to have her 
carried off ;by an Act of Nature, Act of Supernature, or Act of Monster/Man. For those 
unfamiliar with the subject, a fair summary of the Burroughs novel(s) is given on 
p22-4, although it’s quite incredible to see how many different ways various authors 
interpret the 'Prologue of PRINCESS; I’ve yet to find one that agrees with my conception 
of what happens to John Carter in the cave. The author has no right to quibble witn 
ERB’s constant reminding of the reader that JC is the finest swordsman on two (going 
on three) worlds or that DT is the most beautiful woman in the same places; as any 
dummy can tell, that•s good for anywhere from 3-60 and maybe up, depending on how good 
your rates are. .

The last chapter is an interesting postdate of its own. On the other hand, it is so 
integral to the book that a full discussion would remove the revelation from the 
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author’s hands where it properly "belongs, so I shall content myself with the follow
ing suggestion for the hero: Hope that Evelyn’s book is finished and becomes a best 
seller, also excelling her powers of description to make her Mars live in the minds 
of her readers. That should take care of problems,

Frazetta supplies one of his finer covers of the last few years, even though the angle 
employed seems to bend the warrior out of all proportion. Nevertheless, as Donn 
Brazier noted when I showed it to him, it’s almost worth the price of the book alone. 
The plot of the novel will be familiar to all fans of the sub-genre, but it's all in 
fun anyway, so get the book and enjoy, It’s your loss if you don’t.

Movie Review: WESTWORLD, written & directed by Michael Crichton. Reviewer: Dave Locke

Starring Richard Benjamin, Yul Brynner, and James Brolin

This is my personal choice as the best science fiction movie of 1973. In fact, it's 
the best science fiction movie I've ever seen.

It would "be fair to state that WESTWORLD evoked various questions concerning a few 
of its future-science effects. It is not a matter of my rejecting or questioning any 
explanations offered within the movie, but rather that some things were not explained 
at all. And further, it isn't that I feel these things should have been explained; 
merely that in the absence of explanations these matters do raise questions. It's 

; also fair to state that you don't.even think of’these thihgs when watching the movie.
It is afterwards, when sifting through the components of' what has occurred, that the 

: questions begin to arise. If this iS a fault-of-tfe'movie, I'll peacefully live with 
' it. ........................

Anything;.I/could-tell you would :beänti*climacticj cr-migfit'.reduce your'personal 
enjoyment öftthe movie were: I to-discuss the acting/ the visual effects, the plot 

. gimmicks, .or the .backgrounds, od.+ . r.r.uc d.: ; i • ..

Enjoy. j 't i.

Book Review 4 COCKEYED -AMERICANAJ by Dick Hymafi, Reviewer.: Bob Tucker

19^2/Stephen‘Cfeene Press. $3.95

; T‘dso:.not reaiomffiiend that yöü'däsh out right how '( or SVen later) arid buy :a copy of this 
book because the price■is toe dear-fSr 'only 123 pärtly-filleji pages :’bf native American 
humor (for that amount of money you can buy a pound of hamburger, providing you buy

■ it. before^ Nixon announces hi&'Phase Five) bdtr 1 dcF recommend ‘thatyou dash dowh to
>1 the nearest library and borrow it 'free for the hext two weeks; ■ • You may:like it well 

enough -to Steal it. ' " ■ • ■ ■■■ ;s- ':

*The"-123 .ptärtly^filled pages are partly'-full ’of ;thljggs':ii'ijte ’odd' epitaphs

iDehd- by'"the kick of a cow ' 
Well done thou gbbd '
-Khd faithful Servant/ ■ 7

... L j.Hsxig. Lies?;'
. . John?'Yeast. - j 

, FsmdöndMe.
... For-Not JSising

and: unusuäl°'juaiöi^L ’dfebisiöns'i'

When a defendant in Pontiac, Michigan appeared in court without’ äh 
attorney, the judge decided to defend, the man himself,, He made an 
argtffiSnti'TO^ the defendant, then ruled the mäh lost hiS case. ■
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A Georgia court ruled that people who shoot at their friends for 
amusement ought to warn them first that it is mere sport. .

A Pittsburg court ruled that a railroad is at fault when it gives : 
. an employee a 20/20 vision rating for.his glass eye.

and curious local laws:

In Fairbanks, Alaska, it is illegal to wake up a grizzly bear in 
order to take its picture. In Arizona it is unlawful to hunt or 
shoot camels. In Clarendon, Arkansas it is Illegal to carry a 
bucket of water down Main Street if the bucket has a hole in it, : 
In Denver, the.law declares that you may not step out of an air
plane in flight unless there is an emergency, "In Kentucky, state 
law forbids the shooting of clay pigeons during the breeding season, '

and curious hobbies: ...

An Illinois man blows up rubber inner tubes until they burst. An- .............. ■
Ohio woman likes to read the Bible upside down and backwards. A

/ Tennessee woman, makes a hobby of sleeping on buses and has travelled
‘ ' some 35>000 happy miles while asleep, A New York, man collects usedv 

cigar butts of famous people, ■’ . ' Z- ; ;; ' '

and fiin^l.,cans98 for divorce: ...

A North Dakota woman got a divorce because her husband refused to . 
install a bathroom in the house: he claimed toilets Were new-fangled

.things that:wouldn’t last. A Detroit woman get a divorce when she .
testified she had to work to support herself because the husband
spent all his money on his ten thousand pet worms, A California - - "'
deaf mute divorced his wife because 'she nagged him in sign language, :.

. A Detroit wife won ,a divorce because her husband'came hone ...drunk . . 
ever^jr night and made-,,her put on a floor show, dancing until 9 or

- 10 ’clock the following morning. (Strip, I presume.) ’

and strange accidents: ' ■" ... :
. • J'.' ■ '■ • . . f - . . r ; ;■ .

A motorcyclist in Connecticut struck a dedrbut not killing it,,Thp\. 
'deef’^somersaulted onto/the'handlebars arid rode a piece, then threw - • t . ..
“■hin^eif, man, and wheels into the ditch,' then kicked the man ;in the . .. .

• :pantS arid huffed away. In various places, men-have been shot by 
an automobile door, a dog, and a fish. In Iowa, a woman,put. a pan . .
of biscuits into the oven without remembering the old man had hidden , 
two, loaded revolve^, in there. : In California;,"'firbmeh were. impressed .
whteh tiiej^ were., called to rescue a small-boy WliW his. head stupkj.

• 'throiith1''a. toilet‘..sept,,--• .. : . ' •: f- '■ •->•■•••
..Ui .

and news breaks : . . .. ■ . ■ ' ' • ■

An Alabama farmer told a judge he didn’t send his children to 
school because the kids took-snuff, hut the school lacked spitting 

' conveniences, In Oklahoma a man was charged with, grand larceny 
for the theft of ,an. outhouse. . In. Indiana; a drunken driver mistoox 
the railroad tracks for the road to his home, forced, an, oncoming. ..
train to, .stop, and .then bawled; out the engineer;‘for not dimming . . '
his lights,.. .. : f. ' ' . ' ' ' ' ’
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and wacky advertisements: ’ . •. .

WANTED: Man to handle dynamite. Must be prepared to travel unexpectedly.
APARTMENT WANTED: Half-wit:yet, 3 dogs,.4 cats, an alcoholic wife with «mal1 

monster on the way, desires a small apt, to practice his homework. 
Majoring in house-wrecking, intends to take up drums. ’• ...

LOST: Teeth, uppers near Avalon on South Central, lowers near Riverside 
ballroom.

PERSONALS: Emma, come home, all is forgiven. My.upper plate is s-MT) in 
your purse, ... ' .

PERSONALS: I will pay .$5 reward to any party who will admit to my wife that 
he threw the whiskey bottles in my garden.

This has been a guest book review,
---- Edgar A, Guest J

Book Review:. v-THE HALLOWEEN TREE, by Räy Bradbury. ' • Reviewed Rose Hogue

.1972. must; by Joseph Mughaini. Alfred A, Knopf, »>72-2433, $3.95

My daughter Joanne checked this book out of the library, and I read halfway through it 
during one insomnia-ridden night for the purpose of seeing just how well Bradbury 
might relate to younger readers. Well, eventually I fell asleep midway through the'

During the next library trip, my sori’Robert also checked,the book but, As I figured 
that fate was trying to tell me something, I finished the book.. .finally«. I’m g?ad I

It is a most unusual book by a most noted-for-the-unusual author. . For. those who feel 
that Bradbury has copped-öut and gone mainstream, or that his writings of late just 
aren t up to par, or if you"Ve just never been able to find. Bradbury readable, I 
recommend this book, :

Basically, Bradbury deals with Halloween and the excursions of nine' boys arid a ftr' 
Moundshroud through time and space. The various costumes of the boys are ..explained 
as to their significance - such as’-Tom Skelton the skeleton, and the Mexicari/South 
American observances- of El Dia. de los Muertos. All in all '.a very interesting and 
engrossing evaluation of Halloween and the observances of it, arid-at the same time 
educational...painless education, I might add. : \ ;

If there’s one thing Bradbury does/well.in this book it is to convey his characters 
as well as the information, /’He also relates well to his reader - or ratherMs char
acters do. His kids’ sense Of wonder and ready acceptance of things is also amazing, 
but not beyond belief, Bradbury is a credible writer, arid one who knows his craft well,

I unreservedly recommend this book to anyone. And hope that Bradbury writes many more 
such juveniles.

Book Review: THE WORLD OF FÄNZINES, by Fredric Wertham,M.D. Reviewer s.Dave Locke

1973. Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale, Illinois. . $10.00
"Fredric Wertham, M.D. - internationally renowned psychiatrist and one of the most 
highly respected authorities on violence". Or so it says. Discussing:the factor of
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violence,, or the lack as exemplified' ihs the attitudes presented.; by fanzine
writers, ,is a topic-which 'Wertham frequently cb'niments on or refers\'t.6', .He^ also psycho
analyzes the fanzine, which of course was to be expected.

There are a number of glaring errors.and omissions' ip?this, book, some of which may 
possibly'be attributed to typographical error. . Here, are a few':

"jpg1/ 63.: "Grifanac is a combination of the words critic,:fan, and activity. It has 
“ho Very precise meaning other than what the words suggest." "

Pg. 63s "Crud though not a word originating in fanzines, is one of the favorite 
. . words, of depreciation." ... . : ■

Pg.'.lÖ'i "Lee' klirigstein discusses". ,, "he also includes” •-*- . . <•! ’ ■ ■
Pg, 118r; Refers to .the. movie "Flask .of the Red Death”. .. • -

Werthams most outstanding error, and the one which negates any serious attention being 
given his writings, concerns the fact that he does not recognize the difference be
tween Conde Fandom and Science Fiction Fandom. The essence of the SF- fahziriebähnöt 
be portrayed byan author who lumps comixzines and Sf fanzines under the-general 
headln^/;öf "fanzines", and then proceeds discussing the two as if they were cut froh 

"■ ' the Sb.W’ "mold . . " . ' ' ... . . •, . ■ ’ " ' ’ r ' -jx y..f.c. ■ . .
Wertham would have a valid point in considering the published products of both fandoms 
as being "fanzines", but only in the.sense that they are referred to as "fanzines", 
not in the sense - as he erroneously states - that they are in any real way similar 
beyond that. Mystery ..Fandom also publishes "fanzines", a fact concerning which Wer
tham is probably not akare, and although mystery fanzines are much closer in ekeöül- 
t ton to sf f^pzines it would also be a folly to describe the two in ohe breath without 
acknowledging’that there is a real difference between them.

Consequently, in ignoring the serious differences between sf fanzines and coiiiics fan
’s Ines »"‘wertham often makes (Statements concerning the one which dö not apply to the e 
othersometimes results in an unwarranted, praise of the comikzine or an illegi- 
tiihate gripe against the sf fansine. Witness the1 following faux pasy in which Wertham 
could not possibly be talking about sf fanzines: .

Pg. 109: "The Really genuine amateur art in fanzines is interesting, but a.great deal 
of :it is derivative. It derives from covers and illustrations of paperbacks, 

J . comic ,books> professional scientific magazines, pulp magazines, and other 
sources in the form of reproductions, imitations, copying, redrawing, tracing.. 
Sometimes copies are deliberate and open and are so designated. But often it 

. •, is not clear what is an original drawing and what is an imitation or copy,', 
...; This.is a question .frankly discussed in fanzines more frankly than iry'cpnb- 

... ■ mercial.jandLfine art publications - and copying' is either, condemned or defend- 
. . ed. They'call copying- ”swiping’r." ■ ■ "7 ' : ’.j,.-'-

Wertham follows this with several relevant quotations', Sil from Comixzines. . /..?.//-

Wertham is rather dedicated.to the belief that a fanzine is a fanzine, and that there 
are not separate and distinct divisions between the fields (or fandoms) which generate 
the different; types, of. fanzines; The following quote proves him. most adamant ön thlh 
subject; : . ;. ■’ . •' ' <'■

Pg, 44: "Three major areas stand out; they are in fact the three pillars on which the 
whole structure of fanzines essentially rests: ... . . -

science fiction -: 
fantasy and adventure fiction 
comic strips and comic books
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"There is of course some overlapping between the three fields, science fiction 
. (e.g.., -by. Ray Bradbury)- and heroic adventure, fiction (e.g., CONAN by Robert

E. Howard) occurring in comic books, and Sword' and Sorcery being regarded by 
some as a subspecialty of science fiction,1’
"All in the fanzine.world are not agreed about these three categories. Some 
maintain that this division is absolute. For example, fahZines devoted en
tirely to science fiction may exclude everything' pertain'infe to cOmics. But 
the unity of what may be called the fanzine spirit is greater, than the divi-

• sions. Though the-"field is diversified it is not fundamentally and intr'in- 
sically divided.,:

Wertham is wrong, of course. The field is.fundamentally and •Intrinsically divided. 
Although it is correct that;there'is some ‘Overlapping, this is;to a very negligible 
degree. It is extremely rare*that you will1encounter a sf fanzine which discusses 
the comics field, and even rarer for such a discussion to be presented in a manner 
other1 than that normally reserved to articles on "other fandoms", . . ! . .. . v

'AS: previously mentioned, Wertham omits any reference to the fanzines of ^tery^^ai- 
domi-He also ignores, in his listing of the major areas of fanzines, the fanrilsh 

';fanzihO (where discussion of science fiction is sublimated or not present ali^ether); 
thus omitting from his study one of the most major new areas of fanzine activity in 
the last fifteen years,

'’Science fiction (e.g,, by Ray Bradbury)", indeed.,, : r :.

Of science-fictioh fandom's major fanzinbs, he mentions very few. The majority of his 
references-come from comixzines, and when he trys to put'across the.essence of what a 
fanzine-is 'he- comes up with a stew flavor which is not suitable for representing the 
periodicals of either fandom. ■ ’

To his credit, in the last chapter (THE SIGNIFICANCE OF FANZINES) he hauls himself up 
by the shift-key and attempts to give-purpose to a book which, at. that pöint, had 'been 
a complete failure. Ofia sudden, his writing becomes purposeful and almost dynamic, 
and this:last chapter, by itself, would have made a good short article.

"They do not open up any magnificent social perspectives or new psychological 
. '. ; ■ revelations. That-is not their aim nor their »character. If we take an overall

-..■•■• view, above all their apparent and obvious diversities, we find that they are 
•c :a truly particular and unique kind of communication. They represent not a 

. '• •'■ • . subculture but a paraculture,"

Wertham is an-outsider Who .tried to measure the field with a ruler. He often gained 
insights,'but ip.keeping his nose to the ground he missed the big picture of what the 
fanzine really is.. I.would have preferred that someone within the field, with 
journalistic qualifications but lacking Wertham's outsider's tunnel-vision, write 
this book. Someone like Harry Warner could have done this up brown, and it would have 
been a more impressive contribution.than Harry's fandom-by-decade project. Of course, 
Harry would not do this because such a book is not meant for the fans - it is meant 
for the outsiders; ithe-direct, opposite"Of his fandom-by-decade project.

- •- - ■ : ■■■:. ■; -i- O'-i toi.■■ - - . .-. . .

.The-essence of fandoms- andr of fanzines is jst ill! lelusively floating in the ether 
waiting for someone to capture it, distill it, and bottle it. I don’t think that such 
a challenge can be adequately executed by anyone other than a long-standing fan who 
possesses the journalistic capacity to handle the job. • -? -<.

It may be years before that essence is captured.: .! ■ --...



. if s. Coihments regarding the articles in AWRY #5 have "bodily been^i.pped frqm ? 
your letters, arid are here presented in bloody chunks for the.-gjnusemeijt^J:'' 
or discontent of those who have inspired your comments. >c-

Comments and reactions to Dean Grennell’s IMHO

ROBERT BLOCH x Gut another message for columnist Grennell: If memory serves ^Jihexe 
: • .t v " once was a pamphlet printed on Miswaukese,'sometime in the late thir

ties. And?;Incouldn’t afford to buy it. But it did contain a very fine collection of 
specimens of the local idiom - much of which is derivative from Polish as well as Ger
mans i.e, "Let’s go by the corner where the streetcar bends”, But then who knows 
about streetcars nowadays? I’m afraid they're obsolete.' Hoping you are the same,,.

ROSE HOGDE ' By all means keep Dean on his binge,

JAY KINNEY > Dean's column brought to mind my plane ride back to San Francisco of a 
: . few days ago. Prior to leaving this burg for the summer "I moved out of

my old apartment and stored my 26 cartons of accumulated newsprint, with a frie.nd. 
While away, good friends of mine fbund a beautiful house for me to move' into upon my 
return (this is the only way to shop around, if you ask me,,,) and so I-had a-place to 
come back to,, hut no bed or furniture for that first night back. All T: brought with 
me for.'th#..plane ride was a knapsack of clothes, a sleeping bag and myport folio,. 
Checking. $his baggage'onto the airplane was easy, however when I arrived the sleeping 
bag was missing.,. Faced, with a-night ahead on a bare floor, this naturally disturbed 
me, arid I.complained to the bored BaggageMeister at American Airlines, He assured me 
that it was ho doubt oh the following flight which would come in an hour or two later, 
and they would deliver it to my place in town. Come midnight it had still not arrived, 
but a phonecall came from the .airline saying that they had the sleeping bag and would 
deliver it at *8:30* the next;'morning. For a late sleeper like myself this was adding 
insult to injury and they got ^properly informed that noon or one would be better. I 
never did l^te American Airlines in the first place (I.prefer TWA or-United as those 
things go..7),:but now I know why, ...< bh-.n
DON "AYRES IMHO leaves me somewhat speechless.- Perhaps you haven't heard of the
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Egyptian (?) Cobra which has escaped in a Chicago suburb? (The first ? refers to my 
questioning the validity of the identification). In any event, it has escaped from 
the garage of an 18-year.old boy who was holding it for a friend while the latter was 
on vacation. Needless-.to say, we may expect an increase in the number of purchases 
and escapes of Egyptiah ;Qpbras in the immediate future.
Seriously, although thereis some validity to Dean's point abput the inspiration pro
vided by the media, I'd'hate to wake up and find such news censored. By the publisher 
or anybody else. Okay,, it doesn't have to be played up so big (although that helps 
to sell papers), but.£• don't.want. out' or we lose something, I won't say
that thatr's-society'^fault';< that; it;^reaied.suph people and we have to live with it; 
the possibility of iriäpirdr^-duiiäerhpaiäd?is; real^ But I won't accept a censorship, 
which seems the only viable alternative, .Like- under-age booze, drugs, and prostitutes, 
if you really want it, you can get it.

LOREN MACGREGOR I never ride in planes - don't like them, and will studiously avoid
: them in.the future. I have ridden in four planes, getting back and

forth from Colorado Springs £. Colorado, and I choose emphatically not to repeat the ex
periment. I do recall that I set off that same machine in Denver with a small belt 
buckle and $1,35 in change. They let me keep both the change and the belt - luckily, 
because I need the belt now that I've lost weight.

JODIE OFFUTT Enjoyed very -mufoh.-Dean: Grennell-’-s column, T didn't know-you couldn't 
take booze on an-airplane as.-long.as you didn't drink it. I don't 

like those people going through my purse. So I've started packing it and carrying on 
nothing but my cigarettes, I had an hour to kill in an airport once and spent it 

; watching the security people; - I get -soworked up I started crying.- I've tried to 
figure out why it bötherS’;.Äxä©--inÄcT thirk it^s'because the people just herd them
selves along like cattle- and-act as if it's the most normal thing in the world to ha^e 
their bags pawed through. I hate it. I just hate it.

yANEi' On Saturday went into Dallas-and did a number of things, including the 
’ witnessing Of:>a riot, one'Whichibears out some of Dean Grennell’s cbtanents

• about' the media. It^wasnt; a very big riot, therprotest demonstration and the riot 
which:resulted from it lasted no more than four houra from beginning: to end, and the 
damage was confined tb a three block stretch along two of the main streets. Things 
were back to normal by h pm, the police were in complete control, and the streets were 
occupied by the usual number of people going about their normal business.
The evening television news painted a different picture altogether. . The area over

- which stoye win^qws had been,..J)roken had been expanded, to 'Include the. whole downtown 
area, a^^unt.|.,pf damag.ajLßng-..,,:,and in part ictpLay the lhpti^-,wa^..exaggerated con
siderably.. Worse.,; the TV broadcasters, by warning people''to'atay‘off'the streets?;:

. i.hl&W jthat 'the yiot was^stlll going on, and sounded to me'like; an7Invitation t;b' any
; °pe Vthp;cW£s interested to- come' jdpwntown and join the fun, The“ invitation was nbt 
taken up, - but no thanks ,to the media,‘ ;

-• • -'-it.ida f.j,(.t -r;7 .-

,. JOHN ROBINSON I was, watching BOOK Ö^f'^^ont^ or so ago and"'Robert Cromie had the 
author of the first ..^yjacis' atöry on that show. It seems that the

,7:--Story appealed, five, years before the.r.new^pa^ers -reported the first of the modern wave 
.-^^vPfrSkyjac^.,., Reyhaps sky jack-prone don't indulge in reading short stbries,

"Ä® he-at. first thought, hp'might.have triggered the. phenomenon, but
the .tj.yery©jar gap,, .caused ^him to think differently,... Then againthink Of all the per
versions and heinous crime^, available 3o^psychöi'ich'. and losers if they ’d just learn 
to read fiction. .Sometime^ truth is stranger th^h fiction because fiction itself

I also recall that NEWSWEEK, perpetrator of Peter S. Prescott, ran an explanation of 
Good Old Charlie - Märison'S- behavior on the basis of-STRANGER -IN A STRANGE LAND. Seems
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they interpreted Thou Art God as applying only ,,to Charlie as opposed to a standard 
■ :'-rgreeting applying; th eäöh and every, member of: the family» It is possible, however, 

that'this was the case: but not the intent Heinlein.gave it.
It must be noted that fake bomb-calls were not completely brought on through the emu
lation of predecessors but failüre to study enough, if at all, for final exams, etc. 
That goes back, 3 years, and more, now, ‘Were’s Grennell been?

.,„„pgNJS QUSNE (again) Dean Grennell’s article was appreciated from what I’ve seen of 
.......... '. J ; - his writing in AWRY and in ofher Cfähaines,. ,‘he is one of the best 

'' ^ writer? on, miscellaneous .subjects ..aroiind - well worth whatever Scotch it takes to 
induce Him to produce an'article. : With regard to the airline searches - when they 
were instituted, there was .speculation in the newspapers and magazines on the legal 

..question: if the searches turned up evidence of a crime .unrelated to hijacking, would 
the,evidence be admissible? The consensus was that it would hot be admissible. Does 
.anypnpkppw if the courts have actually decided this issue? If the legal position is 

... .in/fpct what, the,anedia assumed :it would be, the doctrine;“of. "reasonable search" has 
ä^piv^d. at, a reductio ad absurdum,' If an airport search tüxns up evidence of ; a opime, 
the search is unreasonable, and the evidence cannot be used in court. But,, an inno
cent person must submit to the indignity of submitting to a search, because, of course, 
the search is reasonable. And anyone who holds that the law is being twisted to pro
tect the criminal, brands himself as a right-wing reactionary» allied with the hard
hats. and. the Archie Bunkers. Bah Humbug! , .'

HIP? GLIGKSOHN. ;.-. j 'm surprised that Dean is surprised that newspapers print the sort
, • r of story 'that will possibly result in further abuses. The main idea

behind, news.is...still to Sell papers, surely/ and this sort of material is sure-fire'. 
As. long.as the newspapers remain private enterprise/ I döubt we’ll see that, mill'enium 
Dean wishfully, types, about. : An equally pressing problem, to my mind, is whether gov
ernments should allow themselves to be blackmailed by terrorists.. A diplomat, is kid
napped, and-will be killed unless certain prisoners are released:» does the government 
give, ip? , And leave, itself .open to a rash bf similar cases.There is a millenium near 
at hand, Dean, but sometimes I wonder if we’ll live to she it-. Twenty seven years., ,, 

' is that too, long? ; ; r ■ . •' ■ ... ■ ■■
The tightest aip security. J’ye .seen, was at Chicago's O’Hare field, but the womairwho 
searched Susah’s’handbag;^apd cax^Ey-on case called her "sweetheart",."sugar", "little 
darling" dMxab;but' a'dozeri’ Other all -diff erept., all-saccharine such'terms all in äv 
minute search, I don’t know if she was just a mite eccentric or whether the security 
people havp b$en ordered to -make it as inoffensive as possible" and phe. was getting 
carried away. I've been allowed to keep my keys and penknife on trips out of Toronto, 
LA, Chicago and San Francisco but Peter Gill had his vicious corkscrew confiscated at 
LAX, They probably thought he’d threaten to bore a hole in the side of the plane if 
they didn’t cough up a few million bucks,

BRUCE ARTHURS The most interesting thing in #5 was. Dean Grennell’s column. My own 
experiences with airport metal detectors show that the sensitivity 

varies widely from device to device. The last time I was flying across the country, 
one detector let me thru with a pocketful of keys, pens, and coins, while yet another 
was so sensitive that I had to take off my glasses and stumble thru the device. (I 
considered purposely stumbling into the machine, falling down with a moan, then scream
ing from the floor, "I'M PARALYZED! GET MY LAWYER, I’M GONNA SUE FOR FIFTY MILLION 
BUCKS!" But I’m too lovable and honest, also chicken, to go fooling people like that.) 
I remember some months ago when I picked up a copy of GUN WORLD/that was laying around 
the orderly room and idly thumbed thru it, Wait' a minute? What-Was that name I 
glimpsed? Grennell? Dean Grennell? The Dean Grennell? I skimmed thru the article 
and spied "...sounded like the drum of a runaway mimeograph".
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I was damned, it was Grennell! I knew his mundane life had something to,do with guns 
and bullets and. all,, that pther rot,, but it ’s ät ill- a" pleasant surprise to stumble 

-across a BNF When you. don’t; expect it, / .. ..

HARRY WARNER, JR. The Hagerstown newspapers aren't the best in the world. But I'll 
give them credit for one thing? they decided a few years ago to 

. keep put of print local- fake-bomb reports, unless the episode somehow affected huge 
‘ numbers of people. Thä’f'pöiicy was broken once or twice when a new reporter who hadn't 

heard of it wrote up an episode and the story slipped- through, -But this seems to have 
caused the game to loseitb flavor in Hagerstown, which wasn't plagued as frequently 
as most cities,' I think It 's a procedure that the .nation’s media should follow. 
Hardly any: newspaper nowadays 'publishes stories about, false fire alarms. ■' A fife can 
be much more damaging ithan a bomb and a false fire alarm can risk much more equipment 
in the.form of.expensive fire; trucks than a. fake bomb scare. So why do newspapers 

, piav?up ,the fake bomb reports änd , ignore the false fire, alarms? As for thb: nuisance 
... . fhay .hijackers have-; inflicted on airline passengers, maybe the nuisance will persuade 
; so;many, .people to take trains and buses that.airlines will cut back sharply on their 

;PP,editions and we’ll have less pollution and lower government subsidies for cornmer-
...... :qial air operations. : : .• ‘

• • i. . '•' • ! ’ ’ ’' .
. . ..JACKIE FRANKE . Grennell is great, without a question, .but his basic contention that 
.. .. - . newspapers are responsible for many of the serious crimes/abberätions

committed in this world simply because they report On events? similar, to them, doesn't 
convince me. What does he suggest to remedy the situation? Censorship? It's also 
a noted phenomenon that when an idea occurs to someone,..-within a fairly short time it 

. may pop into several other persons minds too. Lines of scientific research would be 
imagined by one man in a European coüntry, and' a short while,..later, if not concur
rently, be dreamed up by another person on another continent;,: At times it is"a gen
uine. problem trying to establish just.who came .-up with a particular invention first? 
the. Ideas..came. so simultaneously, I'm certain spectacular primes'.were1 committed in 
Egyptian times, and the poor Pharoh went'nuts trying to squash all the lurid headline^ 

. the tablet engravers were splashing all over the place. How dpes Dean know that’ Whit - 
man was influenced by Oswald?: Or the beauty-parlor killer by Whitman? That's-sheer 
speculation,..valid enough,' but it should be labelled as such. Events have a tendency 
to bunch up together, it's not provably due to the fact that were given broad expos
ure in the media. Might as..well blame, the papers when three airlines crash in a 
week, ,:;the relationship could be the same, ? . . .
But, as the-column title suggests, it is his opinion, humble or not, and he's entitled 
to it as much, äs I am to mine,., ; . . . ■ i



T
.-j.iSwnentjS;iand. reactions to Tina ’ Hensel 's?-WRYBALD TALES 'OF DWARF' DANtiufe-

■ RQSE; HQGUiS. ■ As always Tina ‘ifei a delight T-i.? ■ ! - —’ "i-
trf ,'c-. ' ■. ,;••••• ••• ■ > = :.'•• K.t! ' ■ c-itl'

SHOEMAKER I didn't like Tina Hensel's column one' bit this- time: arniniä;' I:!des-
—' • ■' P^e' Viscious. dogs iarid' I didn't find her' account: at all -amp's-iing'' tnf.

Earner nauseating. and infuriating'. If her dog ran across' meit wpuid more than iikelv
'W-iild. I: might add that the price of seedless grapes around here is 

such that they're almost too expensive for humans, to say nothing of dogs.

HARRY WARNER,, JRV

:.of a problem, as -a
I've neveri been a-dog-oWner, so I shouldn't'try to opine.on the 
matter. ■ But ■ I süä^ect that a very large' dog. isn’t nearly .'-as jnuch 

- - ■ yery small dog-. The latter have vile tempers and . vast ambunts of
;opyardycejas a rule. There are a 6öu£)le-äcross-the street from "me'this summer^ 'just 

slightly, larger, than- cockroaches^ ''Theyr cari!'create an incredible amount of noise with 
- h h igh-rpitched barking, and (.they- set it off whenever 'anything moves within'two 
hundred feet of their house. But -the-'neighborhood1 cats, squirrels, children, and 

,..„.O’™®*rwl-*-.4 caregtuyes have leaned jthat-these, s.ajne-dogs-will-retreat if any' of that 
■ ■ motion comes in their directd^h, So. the:'cats leisurely stroll.around where they-Wish, 

y^ppihg. hysterically.,six feet„ away, except when -the cat twitches a tail, and 
.the distance spreads ,to,twenty feet. Large dogs seem , much ©aimer and ‘more 

anxious to behave. I knew some people who had a dog so enormous that it broke a.re- 
,’sf^lgQrator door by accidentally whacking it with its wagging tail äs'it'stood'open, 

and the poor dog was dejected for a month after that, no matter how often'ike' fainilv 
explainedits understanding, -of the unintentional nature of the incident , Anotherhuge 

by ship wlth some immigrants ..and'had such good manners-that 
it didn t go to the bathroom for-the entire seven-day. Crossing, but -lived through its 

... repiession splendidly,./ ; / ... • : ; .. . ■ . b •

MjKEGLIGKSOHN Tina provides..another very fine column, makes me envious that I've 
ri.4- -._ never fulfilled a life-long ambition and had a dog, and will doubt-
less_ cause dog-lovers everywhere- to. provide their own-equivalent-stories. (Cometo 
think of it, with fandom the refuge of so many cat-people, you just may have started 

' . y®f anofber discussion of the relative merits of cats and dogs. Since cats have no 
merits, it s always amusing, to Watch the contortions their supporters rust go through 
in.order to justify,the beasts.) Unfortunately, I have no such amüsing incidents to 
relatq, . Somehow .My.-.tortoise crossed the room yesterday" or "I watched closely and 

, saw .txh?: snake breathing!'-fall' flat- after Tina's humorous column. '
, 00Q.;An;!editori^, comment'here. It is obviously untrue that cats have no merits. The 

apd dogs is in their capacity as household pets. They 
fill this function equally well, as it's a matter of personal preference. It is true 
that cats have little or no merit beyond that of being a pet, whereas dogs do, but it's 

^h® d°Ss In-the world.which serve any purpose other than
* a^-r°e.ingPt AP^--.i>: AiWe. T..:Sa44,?-;ff *s a matter of personal preference, 000

SHERYI' BIKCHEad "• Te^l,. Tinp. that, our dog is. .a. small one too. Our former neighbors told 
v-‘ ’ ■■■:„ V -1-^ -Wßi,;n..:c;ousins had- a litter of puppies, to give away—'half

:^^iever-’‘ Um’ 1 assume that , not too-many people'know what
+ W- Ke ”;:so, :we did the logical thing and asked the-Vet1. - He

V^sla: a tP medium sized dog. -.but I have .a sneaking.'sus-
CtOn.tha^-th.at sl?;.e on HIS personal scale and he considered his Lab. a "med

. sAnyhow,, Winston now weighs, in at about. 9Q lbs. Just like Achilles,
that, we, were afraid he was going to. grow up-to - and he did, sigh.

Nutty dog? but lovable and all the- rest..... Oi,yeah. he,supposed to be a hunting’dog 
too - but is also gun shy. My brother took him out one summer when he was here for a 



vacation and pretty soon Winston came running back to the house - tail down and run
ning licke^y-split - didn’t take touch guessing to figure out what the trouble was!

JACKIE FRANKE There must be a rash of Giant dogs running amuck through fandom...
First Kris Walker describes the neighborhood pest in KWALA, and now 

Tina matches that with her very own pest, Achilles. Tina denies his gianthood, but 
any canine that attacks german shepherds can't be counted among the miniature breeds.

- Gee, I’m glad that our collie is such a marshmallow. . .even if I.do get a bit tired 
■ of paying the vet bills for having him sewri Up after getting chewed up during his

-? flight from fights. He’s got the most scarredhindquarters of any dog I know,,.

LOREN MACGREGOR Wally Weber also had a standard poodle, with the nastiest sense of 
humor I ever saw in a dog - or a person for that matter. Wally and 

his wife had ä beautiful garden, a garden that Pat .was justifiably proud of. As a 
result, everyone who came by to visit was taken on a tour of the yard. As they bent 
■down‘;tÖ-look at one or another plant, you could see Maurice sneaking silently behind, 

-looking for his opportunity. As soon as the visitor’s attention was suitable dis
tracted, Maurice would creep slowly up to a point just slightly to the left and be
hind and let go with a single, trumpeting bark.
He. was also the only dog I've ever seen that would giggle. Many's the time. I’ve seen 

. f that dog run the length of the yard, chuckling to himself. He finally did. htmräTf in 
' one day, trying to prove to one of his paramours, that he could walk on water. .. He 

enäed. up slipping on. the styrofoam blocks covering the swimming pool, and slipped under. 
The poor girl-dog was heartbroken. But she deposited a suitable monument'/ add hasn't 
been heard from since; . ; :v-':
Since I'm telling animal stories (all sparked off by Tina's lovely article - it ’s, her 
fault) I might as well tell a cat story, as well as a hospital story. The hospital 
where I work has a pet cat, that, realizing that it nas a cushy location (by the 
kitchen window) has decided to stay. The cat has made a practice of jumping upon all 
the available ledges and making a thorough inspection, at least once a day. One of 
the windpws involved leads into an intensive care ward, and one day the nurse was 
Interrupted by an hysterical shriek...from one of her patients. "I'm going crazy," the 
lady said, "I think I see a cat outside my window!" .
The nurse, calm, cool, collected, said, "Don’t worry about it. There is a cat there." 
Whereupon the lady became even more hysterical, insisting that she was just being

■ humored, and she should know whether or not she was going crazy. Finally the woman 
agreed to try and calm down - if they’d prove to her the cat was really there. Of 
course, the cat was never seen again, and the lady proceeded to become insufferable, 
since, she said, she had been right all along. No real reason for telling this, 
.except -that later .they decided to move the ICU to another area, and moved the interns' 
quarters to the old location.., and one morning one of the.interns woke up with the 
cat'on:his chest,.. ■ . . • .

' : DON AYRES Achilles sounds like quite a character,. Like one of the neighbor's cats
. ' who visits for the sake of the handouts my mother gives the creature. He

keeps picking fights and always comes in with a new white spot on his black hide
. which had formerly been occupied by hair. Then there's the other one, also a black 

cat,, who keeps picking fights with the first ho. matter how often one of us swats it. 
Me got his a few days ago when Turtle (Eastern Box, T. Carolina) hit him with his 
foot (,I should explain that Turtle is not penned, but wanders through, the house at 
whim). Had my mother.not stopped him, Turtle would have walked right up to the sleep
ing cat's belly and started scaling it, Snake, on the other hand,.is almost certain 
to be regarded by the felines as a tease. His glass-fronted cage is sitting, .on the 
floor where they pass and he responds to the presence of an alien by moving, his head 

.. toward the glass, tongue flickering... '.Naturally, the cats both have to swat at him,
3Ö • ' : -



Surprise! It's better than Colgate’s invisible shield. I fear the Snake is getting 
rather smug about the whole affair and the cats are bothering him less. They're not 
my eats," just .Visitors Whose presence is tolerated because I don‘t have a Black Rat 
Snake to serve as a mouser, '

■( Comments andfsaßtichdjfö'Milt Stevens ■ "THAT .OLD,.T^-iW?fj9.JON.tr [-1;

JA5E1E FRANKE ■ -’PVe only 'read tW'o things “by .Mit ;Stdv'^' D^eyipusJffco- this/f4T^te J
! inställmeht of his'cblumrifhis/prior "aitipld in-AWRY and his<.<s>=-/.

• velously done rlÄCön teßötrt was"..utteriy-f'uni>J?epar^v-for hisdry
wit. Wonderful! Of course, he would häVe' ^problems missing the mark'with hi ~ choice 

early- Christian".sectS'(and' many^of the latei'' a&ä:
£e .t^thful)? ;beAhS perfect .targets.'for. anyonfe:with, their •heaSä'-'W stJ^ad^fty if'spmel 

.. times wopder, whether Jesusassuming his: historical- authenticity,7'^
just .what he was wroughting; .... :- t.ry.--’ •• ■- ■ t<r,: •' ;?

ROSE.H0GUE ... Milificent. Milt!,.-.:..He makes: religion sound' möre-religious thah most min
. inters.,,also more interesting! ■ ■ ■ • '< "■■■"' ' ■

HARRY WARNER, JR, •• THAT OLD TIME RELIGION is uncommentable but superb. Milt Stevens 
, . should be on the Hugo ballot next year, if he scatters his writ
ing, largesse, in., two or three- more fanzines , before the next set of nominating'forms 
goes Out. ..... ,.. . , .... ■■ ..k.. •. '. L ’. /3 it.:’ ' •.-n./:-

BUCK COULSON Milt.Stevens was quite infofmative^on'religion; I always•thought ttid 
dendrites were a sect thatJbelieväd that'tdeth-Were;;a gitt of God and 

not to be profaned with fillings, but maybe that was a later manifestation of the 
sect. They were also known as Holy Molars,

1AURINE WHITE r.I don't, remember Milt Stevens being so fuhny ..□

ßHERYL BIRKHEAD . i‘I:.mentioned part of Milt's article to the rest of the group. a$:'tli§r 
i ‘ lab and thought I'd shortcut the background by niitaiellizipg 'and'^ 

saying tha,t the.-anchorites broke up into sects - well that was about as a§7i'go^' 
everyone was->.hollering for orgies (ya gotta remember this is Friday M f odäy?Iras*"7 
payday,,,), . ■■.../ . ;.-u;

LOREN MACGREGOR Now as far as I can see, the only one who could truly be called an 
anchorite was the felloW-who was chained to the tree, because he,,
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I can’t go through with it« Milt Stevens is a good, good writer, the type that I'd 
like to; have writing for me if I were to put out a genzine.

DAVE PIPER I enjoyed Milt Steven's bit a lot. Dbn’t throw him out. That's an order, 
now!

MIKE GLICKSOHN Milt Stevens also had a very fine column, which I assume is based on 
fact, not imagination, although some of his asides make it difficult 

to judge. Never having possessed much interest in religion, though, I can't add the 
"Reminds me of..." sort of comment that this writing usually inspires. I was struck 
by the story of the two men on pedestals, or pillars if you must, trading insults for 
thirty years. Do you suppose Bloch and Tucker...?

DON AYRES And the Milt Stevens column! Now I want to read the book myself. It's 
already suggested a story to me that I probably won’t get around to writing 

for a long time. In all honesty, I can’t understand people who complain that history 
is dull. Not when there's so much fun going on.
000 History is dull in high school, Don, because they won't let Milt Stevens write

DENIS QUANE THE PENGUIN ATLAS OF ANCIENT HISTORY notes that "The other Ottoman 
conquests can be briefly listed: Serbia (1439) ... and the pathetic-.

- little Empire of Trebizond (1431-71)." The "pathetic little Empire of Trebizond"'; 
yes, by bur. standards it must seem little - ä country consisting of about 300 mil a« 
of_cpastline^with.practically no hinterland. One might imagine the stretch of Calif
ornia coastline from San Diego to San Luis Obispo as an independent country — or,■ 
considering,; its placement on the .trade routes of the period, a closer analngy might

-^."A^dppspdentv.countEyoOCQiipyiiig the south shofb'ipf Laiee- Erie , with a capital, at 
Cleveland» •■But., -it qdid ..last, rf or '.over .200 • years, sometimes independent,. somet'mes dom
inated. py more powerful neighbors, but'still under its own'idlers. ‘ f .. . .
And it; didn’t 'laht that long because:ltjWas. tucked away in -an-obscure corner. The 
port of Trebizond during the entire '^period: was., the main Black-.!Sea- terminus of the Silk 
Route from' China to Europe. It was at Trebizond that goods from -the East were trans
shipped from caravans to Genoese freighters, thus bypassing the longer, and more pol
itically troubled route through Iraq & Syria. A merchant city at that location must 
have been a prize, and it must have taken ,determination and clever diplomacy for the 
city to have remained independent so long,
I doubt if the emperors & merchant-traders’ of Trebizond thought of their city as 
pathetic, ■■■ -
The'desert anchorites - an interesting subject, and a group which even devout people 
today find slightly ridiculous, One of my favorite poems is on the subject of St, 
Simeon Stylite, by Phyllis McGinley,, included in her collection’ TIMES three, Viking 
Press, 1961, and also in ari earlier.paperback collection,THE LOVE:LETTERS OF PHYLLIS 
McGINLEY, 000 Read versesfromleft-to-right. 000 :::

On top of a pillar Simeon sat. 
He wore no mantle, 
He had no hat, 
But bare- as. a bird ' i ’
Sat night and day, -
And hardly a word 
Did Simeon say.

Under the sun of the desert sky 
He. sat jop. a .pillar : • . .
Nine feet high. ‘ ~ ................
When Fool and his .brother
Came .round to admire,.
He raised it another .:
Nine feet higher.



The seasons circled about his head. And why did Simeon sit like that, 
He lived on water > Without a garmet, : J
And crusts of bread . . Without a hat, = . ..-k.'.-m-

(Or so one hears) In a holy rage • : :.ö ;
From pilgrims store, . . For the world, to see? • : .
For thirty years It puzzles the age,

. And a little more. It puzzles me. : v. .
■ ’ It puzzled many L, .... .••; .
• • A Desert Father, ■ ■ ; < . ■

And I think it puzzled the Good Lord , rather k
But it is just possible that the anchorites, suffer from, a bad .press. Most modern
writers on the legends of these saints, start from the assumption that miracles are im- 

..PQSsible, and discount all miracle stories as. being the additions, of later writers who 
;.. ..^bted to make the.lives of their heros appear, more marvelous e^^ijnpi^essive, But 
'■ ■'th^jr apcäptj.the aitöteHty stories, no matter lipw'exaggerated they >eemop the surface, 

Serve to 'discredit the "holy men"ard make them seem ridiculous;;?. Hut "they 
ighqrte the fact that, the austerity stories depend, on much the same .evidence.as the 

’ mitacle stories, and it was1 equ’ally id the interest, of the writers of the'legeräs to 
exaggerate these, since their audience found these equally aS impressive' as miracles.
I'm not. blaming Milt Stevens for this, but his sources I’ mi not fajnjlj är with the:

i>; .particular book he is discussing, but it sounds like, the-sartef.;sort of thing that
I. Twain used for A CONNECTK3PT YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT a style of saint-debunking 
that goes back ultimately to Gibbon & Voltaire..: : ■ . .. ..
There is something to be said for the anchorites. There, is a scholarly tradition in 
the Catholic Church, called the Bollandisttradition, going back over threehundred 

’"■years now, Which has attempted to examine Critically the eastern & medevial'legends 
of the Lives of the Saints. The work of these scholars teiid^to be prejudiced by 
sceptics., since they do not work from the dogma that miracles are impossible , arid 
therefore any miracle story must be considered a later unreliable addition; ’ But they 
do attempt to examine the documentary evidence in a critical way. Through their work 
it has been possible to weed out stereotyped miracle-and-austerlty stories that tend 
to get transferred bodily from one saint's legend to another. It has been possible to 
determine which of the legend's are merely myths associated with a pagan festival, which 
get transferred to a new. Christian feast. And it has also been possible to determine 
which stories are based on contemporary evidence, written by those who had the oppor
tunity to witness the events described.
Now it is always possible that, even a contemporary witness may be lying or mistaken.
But this approach is more honest than one which, discounts all miracle accounts,; regard
less of the source, because miracles are impossible, and which accepts all austerity 
stories, regardless of the source, because they make the subject appear ridiculous. 
The medevial attitude of accepting all stories of the saints credulously, was at least 
more honest.
000 Even if less realistic. 000
Incidentally, why is an article on Christian saints illustrated with a drawing of an 
Arab sneaking up on a Jewish scholar?
000 I wanted to give equal time. 000
Milt Stevens' column was a good start - I'm an obscure history nut myself.
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Anyone acquainted with Dean-Grehnell. is< apt to be. at least; as we.ll; acquainted ..with; 
his repertoire of atrocious anecdotes,. mail,mots and heinous puns. It is aldoveryd 
well to go howling about on a Hohda, butwhen you letter, beneath'the name;-.atr the 
rear of its saddle - in yellow, yet ril'DeBaskerville", and cap this off by-putting 
a plate on the gas tank that says? "Hardly-Davidson", well... . ;A.

So, when he hit me up for an articled I trifed to inveigle him out of a theme for it. 
And the fiend responded by asking- ifi.l^was familiar with the story about the one
legged coffin salesman and the.^mortician's cross-eyed daughter. I said, "Groovy. 
SouiMs’ inatevelous. How 'Mfc go.?’’;.

. "rie^ijr'reply , "tecausej;J" never heard it, either," ; .

' N^tnat.iS that anyöne who'd go that far
,tr wpuld ko. eVen^^t^ep’,'"So.,; IfFyoV^^rt.'^i. example of spinepnewho really ma^pied 

\ ■’tiÄn tp Pdye .Lpcke.',thinks you5 realiy. want to heaiiVf.
sp^thihg,' and'.ffe^dpes^/t JcnPW 'the..circumstances, he 'llTcasus^iir.' manufacture1? 
some great 'stbpy, and. then promptly.^brge^/pbout it. This. is.' bad, especially if you 
are as gpliible as X am? in fact, itl’s even, wörse. . - -

On a Saturday night: L had; occasion to mention one of Dave's better. inve®ftibiis;cand’I
•i' daggonfedrif 'thfe fink didn’t tetand- there and- Steadfastly maintain hfe'd- neverJheaid<the

■c.hiiät-ory- himself, I ought to know better, but; X find myself believing' hi#, Seven ®hsriT I 
know it's not the truth. And .1'11 never forget hernia night at therfaith healer^.

we. were » casually sitting.,, around Dave;v^r ;apprtment, bsmpt i'n^.i.^pgar^.t.^'1,. Jvhp-d 
Pe,y^,^ked;\tb5^S^‘fc^ully» ’‘S03T? •Vpif-.-.yöu about the,. ti>p1Tr^nt' t'^'^^.^ith
hepl'er's/^pr pernia night?" 7’

.^^t’j^^y.^W^'a^wered no and^w^i^ed’.^^e^s./^i agog, for the'gruesomO 'details?;
±~o:-r ,xj. L-: ; • •• 7-GYnG.i gl-

hood .r.7:r?J"• < ^13-rr f;-vr,. • •; . . >

'm&m

■ • ' ■■ ’ 1 '• • ....... ['• j j_. : • . ■ . . • : .■
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It seems that he was visiting some friends one evening, when they invited him to ac
company them to the faith healer’s. Undoubtedly they hoped to impress him with the 
miracles that were daily being wrought there.

So they, happily grundled off, each expecting some sort of sensational and utterly en
thralling cures. Now Dave is the kind of person who, when he exposes a fake, feels 
cheated if it isn't a good fake - if there is such a thing. He tends to come on res
tive if the game does not present a challenge so he was anticipating some sufferers 
of noteworthy disorders or injuries and you can envision his sense of letdown when he 
looked over the candidates for instant repair and noted that all of them looked about 
as debiliated as Chuck Atlas in his leopard loincloth.

"Why!" he exclaimed in tones of pettish disillusionment, "This whole setup is as phony 
as a vinyl tripe. Nobody has even so much as a broken leg to be cured."

His..,friends laughed, condescendingly. "You have to come here on broken-leg-night for 
that. This is hernia night and the preacher specializes in hernias."

Somewhat non+ed, Dave responded with a quizzical "Oh" and sat down to observe the 
healing of hernias ... or is it herniae? I deliberately omit a punctuation mark after 
that "Oh" because the language has no mark capable of symbolizing Dave's skeptical 
"Oh" - which is capable of drawing blood at thirty paces. '

Judged as a spectator sport, he found it a pretty disappointing exhibition. As each 
sufferer went up to be cured, he stepped behind a folding screen that had been set up 
at the center of the stage. After several prayers and the actual laying on of hands, 
the preacher's efforts were rewarded. With an exultant cry of "I'm Cured!!!" an old 
truss came sailing out over the screen and became walking from behind the screen, 
blithe, light-hearted and chipper as any lark that ever sang.
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Now Dave Locke is a curious type and I say ’curious’ in the context of having deeply 
rooted inquisitive instincts. He is, withal» curious in’the other sense, as well, 
but I am saving that for söme other column when the theme eludes me. Being the sort 
he is, our hero edged toward the stage to investigate. An ordinary person might have 
sidled in such a situation, but The Locke is nothing if not forthright, so he frontled. 
All he wanted to do was to peek behind the screen, to ,view some of the Action. But he 
was grabbed by some brawny deacons who demonstrated,; no meager skill at the laying on 
of hands and they frog-marched him back to his seat>;,-.!..',With his curiosity all inflamed 
and throbbing, he waited till the services had ground,£o their stodgy conclusion and 
then he essayed another sally to the rear of the screen.-. This time, he made it and 
the first thing he found indeed, come to that » . they only thing - was an&ldcörruga- 

, . t®d;-cardboard calrton which had once.contained Del .Monte sliced peaches. NtStf'j■'£t; was 
partially filled with trusses which were, beyond peradventure, used trusses. Ever 
more courageous than canny, he decided-to purloin, one of the. prop trusses-äs evidence 

.. ,qf the ibogusitude of the claimed cures. Alas,, just as . he was; laying händsf'oh the F 
truss, the deacons did "the same to himj again. They removed the truss from his fin
gers - now gone suddenly limp - and. replaced it in its consecrated cardböää®rö'asket

.< with i.seemly reverence. . ..... ...... :

"It is not allowed to remove the holy relics from the pulpit , sir","•. explained’’ öhe of 
the deacons as they gently catapulted him; on,^ Ipdfty trajectory out' of-the entrance 
of the tent. At the tiinb/of the primal tel^ng^ footnoted that theothought occur
red to him, whilst airborne, that if he §ßould rj.i)pur a hernia at the moment- of impact, 
he might have bargaining power toward the’ negotiation of a cure at a special discount.

Now you must understand, I didn’t really believe Dave when, he told this story. Even 
the most naive ifi^eritie' would boggle at suclj.^^arn. as. I can personally testify, being 
one. On the othdr'hand i it was too good ixoi/orget ,., So i zestfully recounted it to 
any number of friends and mutual acquaintance^,', always: being scrupulously careful to 
give full crediiiito the source ... only to-k^e .the. treacherous source repudiate it 
up one side and back down the other, I swear, if you tipped that man in the creek, 
the ornery would leach off and pollute the water for eight miles down and three up
stream.

Dave almost always prefaces his preposterous fact-warpings by saying, "You won’t be
lieve this, but ..." So be duly warned s If the Locke ever leads off with that par
ticular gambit, you're dealing with a rascal who will not only pack your ear with 
persiflage but swear he never put it there in the first place.

Meanwhile, I’m still trying to track down the details about that one-legged coffin 
drummer and the undertaker’s strabismic daughter. But please don’t wire collect.
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Editorial comment set aside ; 000 like so 000-

JACKIE FRANKE BEECHER ILLINOIS

. AWRY arrived, healthy and burstingwith life, at 10s22 a.m., July 21st. 
■ . -Its advent was welcomed by one and all and it 's doing nicely in its new 

quarters. Prognosis is excellb-nt-foft a long and happy life.,'. "■ :

- 000 And. here all this time T-thought fanzines were ephemeral,., 000

What can I say about this issue? It's all you led me to expect and 
more so. About the only weakness I could detect lay in the way you 
laid-out some of the pages.,,notably page 17, but 16 and 2 wavered a 
bit as well. Aha! Another layout slip pops uu on page 18, . .it isn't 
terribly clear that IMHO is the title of Grennell's column. At first 
glance it appears to be a shortie, and Grennell's stuff begins on the 
next page, being titled "a sometime column". This is not what I’ve 
come to expect from you, so let's ceasbvsuch activity immediately. ■ 
At first glance, when flipping through the zine I had the eerie sensa
tion that a copy of MAYBE had somehow warped some of its pages into

. your zine,.. but the lack of typoes convinced me othe^ise. Busy,’.. : . 
busy, busy! Too many illoes, totally unrelated, for the page. Now 
shape up, or you'll never get that Hugo!' .

Save for that öne grouch (put in,-I'Suspect, especially for nit-pickers 
who cannot reAt without finding at least one fault), the zine was GREAT!

000 That's better. I was just getting ready to throw you off the 
mailing list (gently, of course). 000

There's blasted little that I can comment upon regarding your editorial. 
You're a funny fellow, Mr. Locke, and every word comes out as sheer 
gold. You can't even compliment your contributors with a straight 
face...and I can't read your material with one either.

Your review :of Q-ASTLE KEEPS is no more glowing thafi-the'book deserves. 
After this book, andy has no need to prove that he can handle serious 
fiction; now all we have to do is wait for more, Hope it won't be 
too long,,, ; ' .

. Murray struck, it .right on with hiSjidifferentiations between a faähish 
zine and AWRY, You poke fun at, or actually, just point at and let us
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NEWS FLASH from the Count Dracula Society! John Brown’s body has now moldered in 
the grave, .. .... ■■

, O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0Ö0O0Ö0Ö0Q0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O

:find the humor, the entire world, not just relate anecdotes about fabulouslyfunny 
individuals (to themselves at least) and their uproarious adventures in Nyoo Yawk, 
.You're not limited in any fashion, and that's what’s so blasted appealing. It .. 
doesn't matter, a tinker's damn if I know certain people to enjoy AWRY, all I have 
to know is.how to keep my-eyes open and acloiowledge the world as a wacky, unknowable 
and always surprising place. That way it doesn't hurt so much.,, .

I was intrigued at one statement made by Harry Warner. He found PATHS OF GLORY 
sickening, but THE AMERICANIZATION OF EMILY a delight. My reaction was just the 
opposite. The things that happened in PoG were sickening all right, but they werb 
presented so well that the film itself was splendid. TAoE, on the other hand,"while 
also presenting sickening events, pretended that they were, sterling examples Of-, 
human behavior. It had its,: ’fiinny portions, to be sure, blit the basic concept was 
repugnant to me. . ■ • f . s

I- don’t' agree that M.A.S.H'. depicts dehumanized men and women,; ..On the contrary, it 
shows exactly how people, fight to: 'maintaintheir humanity in an utterly demoraliz
ing situation. I'dfradviße him to watch again, arid for better than .10 minutes this 
time around. , HOGAN.'..HEROES was. junk, but never aspired otherwise. It was black
humor slapstick, no more. M.A.S.H. ofttimes, not always, but. frequently enough, 
has anoint to he;,^ade.r The people that are shown are exaggerated humans, HOGAN 
chose'cardboard figures. I find the program not only funny., but. a paean to the- 
human .spiri.^,.,: o.;- • • ’• ’ ~ ■■ ••

.... . •.-H- • ’■ ■ ' ’ ■ J ’ • ‘ •

000 She,'sx.(Tight-.about M.A.S.H.; Harry1, You should try.it again. 000 '. ;

ROBERTBLOCH F-. '. • ' ''' , LOS-A1CELES CALIFORNIA

So now .the.strike:,is over, and this" timb'TTOy';.exCusb is I’m writing a teleplay, or a I 
telefilmy some, blpody'thing they ’rescreaking for in a hurry. :. But let. ’.em scream -
I still take. time ;out to read and enjoy ÄWRY #4-, from, editorial to letters. ;

andy offixfrt . , ___________ b--' ' '' HALDEMAN KENTUCKY i

You're a good man, Locke, to send me AWRY 5, presumably because of the lovely review 
of THE CASTLE KEEPS. I'm glad you liked its I did too. The. novel has-had raves and 
so-so .reviews,...though,'-strangely enough,'!ho Killers, But I swear— it's possible 
that, yours was?--the most balanced review (that I haVe seen).

Did you get the book free, or buy it? (l ask oil .behalf of my children's-dentists, 
who claim to need the money.) . ,

(So does my wife's dentist.) ■ ... . -.. . ...<. i

(So does.the. Internal-Revenue "Service",) .. .. . .; :
• .1 r.' ' • .

000 I paid my devalued money to purchase the book, so, tell. your, dentists to rest ; 
easy, .. I write;, "balanced"' review's Lbecatise there's a. fifty/fifty chance they'll be ■ 
worthwhile,,. :000 . ■ h': ■■■■■'■ ■ ■ \_ -. ä

HARRY WARNER, JR. ' ~ ' 'HAGERSTOWN MARYLAND >

There really must be some special k-iha- of" fannish blood that causes its possessors
‘ ? 3.8 ' .... ’



If all the automobiles in the world were to reach the Moon, they'd have to be placed 
end to end.

O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O

to encounter similar experiences. I didn't become a potential exhibit in the third 
grade's soap sculpture class, art show, as you did. But I had a remotely similar fate. 
Just the other morning, I had gotten myself thoroughly soaked on the outside when . 
someone started to pound on the door. (I haven't hired someone yet to fix the door
bell which lightning knocked out of order two summers ago.) I followed my usual 
custom, that of doing nothing about the visitor. But the pounding continued, became 
progressively louder, and I finally felt mild alarm. It might be Claude Degler and 
if so, I should know about it in time to hide in the attic. I drizzled my way into 
the bedroom, got a robe, dripped down the stairs, and found a burly city workman . . 
looking at his.bruised knuckles. "We're checking to see if anyone along here has 
water," he explained. "We think we might have cut it off accidentally." . . .

I can understand John Robinson's enjoyment of reviews in fanzines. But the 2001s 
A SPACE ODYSSEY problem a few years ago demonstrated what happens when a good many 
fanzines decide to run reviews of the same thing, For a long time, most of us. 
turned'green every tifte we encountered. yet another review of that film in a fanzine. 
Now, just think what would happen if too many fanzines devoted a good bit of space 
to reviews in every issue. We'd all go into comics fandom, trying to get away 
from the 38th review in the past month of the new reissue of a Jack Williamson novel 
or the current issue of GALAXY, Three or four good fanzines which emphasize reviews 
are fine; so are review sections that take up a few pages in a lot of other fanzines, 
like those in AWRY, But I hate to imagine the consequences if someone irresistably 
persuasive convinced most fanzine editors that fanzines ought to be about science 
fiction, causing reviews to dominate all fanzines.

How can F&SF offer a complete file on microfilm for $200? Every microfilm I've 
ever seen has been in black and white. It isn't complete if it leaves out the 
colors on the covers. I'll bet the microfilm factory doesn’t even photograph the 

. spines for the sake of completists,

.Beautiful typog;raphy, except. that. the., let ter section is long enough to tire the eyes 
after a while. Maybe ä different color of paper would go better with the reduced . 
type-size on those pages, increasing contrast between text and background. Or maybe 
I'mjust expressing some subconscious reaction to the concept that the letters are 
less important than the remainder of the issue, so they get smaller type. I know 
that’s. nqt why you reduced them, but you try to convince my subconscious when it's 
stubborn, '

RICHARD E. GEIS PORTLAND OREGON

I didn't cry.

No one can surpass the glory that is Geis.

Your letter column reduction was Too Much; my eyes are no longer the eyes of a 
twenty year-old,. But I squinted through it all. .

AWRY #5 is a superb fanzine, though. And I hope you do it again often. As often as 
it happens, that is. .

I wish I could type nice, : .

000 So do I, Then I wouldn’t have to poofreda, 000
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Tom Birdwatcher and his electric swift, ; . (... ,r Harty Helgesen
OoOoOpÖpOoOoOöOoOoObOöÖoOöÖ'oOoOoÖoOoÖoOoÖbOoOoÖoOoÖoÖoÜöÖoÖbOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoO

MARTY HELGESEN " 'MALVERNE NEW YORK

Since Dave Huivey says'/smoking pot'pari have political significance as can long hair,
• beards, etc,, I Can reäch into ths closed.discussion of' obscenity and pick out Roy 

Tackett's expression of mirth OVst the claim that the ^ps'e of-' obscenity is,a political 
statement; All Of those things ban be'political, Roy ,’ ‘ although not as we,normally 
use the- word' They'are a'deliberate 'flouting of society's standards, to express re
jection of'our entire .poiitlöal , social and cultural system'. That's why many adults 
object So' strongly to ;ldhg hair; etc. They realize,. eVen if they can’t put it into 
words what's really involved, .. Of course, lots of kids .wear long hair with no poli
tical !iihtöntfdnsi' but just because it's fashionable, 'they would.just as readily , 
shatfe their.Heads arid paint; the‘.tops blue rather than ,’Sdffer the' 'ultimate horror of 
being different 'from'th’e^rest of their crowd, ' ' <■

One bcP/the'-mdiri problems wit!ht tb'b^0 who do repudiate all ?öf 'Our .society’-.is'their,. 
prdVfrieiaTism?''‘They have' riOfe^j?''knowledge of the rest.' of '"the world .a^t4° riot, ..... 
realise that j despite- all our'shortcomings, we have one of the '/freest. sooiefies'’i,n'. 
the-World', / I' Vd heard people %eply to this fact .by/'saying/they .live in Atrnpiica ‘ and 
don’t'carb/dbout'the problems/'restrictions in other'' countries»' That's, fine..'for. 
someon'e"Uhoi:wants to make ImpicoWnients and correct abuses. ’by/.working withth'..tlie 
system,But' 'Someone who want'b/'fto; replace our system 'With' any other - Hap.ism., 
'Chism •'or absolute /monarchy (Äf’,' rierek) - should realize that pthep systems^Jigy^n'.f. 

• Worked' 'out so well, '■ • • - ’"'I1'1 '■■■■'
■, :. ., iy..' • j;.? . „' < ■’ ;i--. .'..I' OCUfl?

gene_cömeau2^/^_____ ___ 22-11____ .__ _______
In an attempt to help set the record straight» I think I saw a segmented .lettercol in 
OTHER WORLDS-' for /Sep». .'52 <^'^'53 .’’l I'm' not; too sure, though. It. was,/ of'course 
an SF pulp magazine, ' ■'• '■ ■ ''''//! "'/I'

ROSE HOGUE • HUNTINGTON BÖÄCH ‘CALIFORNIA

T'm truly glad'1 th£t;'ybu 'Stated1 yori'll'tiail your fanzine flat. Tp!fqüötet "I will not 
fold' thiS-': fahfeirib1'/ ur-ui J‘?>:s ^'j !•.!.;•••“ w

-f.Ö JjCä ••'■I *?.:>'.••eno .‘.I eu ■ ■ ■.

BUCK COULÖÖN' t < - ■ ' . .. ■ . HARTF0f?D:;-C!lTY INDIANA—-.--.--‘j-—— ----- --- ----------- ----- $«■--!—
I think that calling-'the removal of cigarette advertising from stfmags "censorship"' 
is a bit far out; I don't begrudge the ads in F&SF because God knows the mag'heeds 
the money, but I think Ferman ought to be honest enough to say so instead of bringing 
in..".censorship",... As I told a.southern kid a couple-of years ago while returning his
racist fanzine, I wasn’t going to review it because while he had a perfect right to 
his opinion, he didn't have a right to have his opinion plugged in my magazine. The 
same goes for F&SF, The tobacco companies can always go .to direct mail advertising; 
shutting them out of one magazine, or all magazines, does not deny them the right to 
be heard, (There .is also.the morality of advertising a dangerous drug for public 
consumption; but I won't go''into that this round.) Oops; change/that "moralityto 
"ethics"; I don't care whether companies are moral or not, and I”do care whether or 
not they're ethical. . . . . .. •

000 Pretty hard to find much difference between "moral" and "ethical", other than 
the former springing from a religious base. I won't argue with your opinion,, but. your 
definition of the word "censorship" is rather narrow. If cigarette advertising gets 
kicked out of both magazines and direct mail, would .you says , "Well, I suppose there's

. .. ......... .. ... . ■ ,-...



When you wish upon a star, you'll singe your wisher,
O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0O0OoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoO

always sky-writing"? That's flippant, but this is no different than any other kind 
of freedom: it gets eroded a little bit at a time, 000

Bruce says that each stroke of lightning moves at the. speed of light, but. that the 
flash you see is composed of 50 or 60 different strokes, so that, since they're not 
synchronous, the entire ground-to-cloud (and yes, that's the right.direction) 
discharge moves slower than light. All clear? Then he brought up ball lightning 
and cited Willy Ley as reference for the fact that this lightning moves at 3 or l4- 
miles an hour, and then suggested that this would put the mean, of all lightning 
at.,,.are you following all this? Then why are your eyes closed? ■

000 Hmmm. .. My Merriam-Webster defines "lightning" as "the flashing of light pro
duced by a'discharge of atmospheric electricity from one cloud to another or between 
a cloud and the earth". As I indicated before, and correctly it seems, the light
ning is visible because it doesn't cut a direct path. But darned if every piece 
of lightning I've/Rasn't travelled between clouds or from a cloud to the earth.
Never from the earth to a cloud. You sure about that, Bruce? 000

LAURINS WHITE ■ ■ SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA

The letter column is too serious and looks too polished for the rest of the zine, 
besides being harder to read. .

000 Too serious? 000

DON D'AMMASSA EAST PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

It was all entertaining, particularly your adventures with rhe water shut off. It 
reminds me of so many similar situations, I shudder to contemplate them. I still 
prefer the topical breakdown in the letter column; it is. much easier to reply to a 
large number of arguments if they are arranged together, . Perhaps you could, use a 
combination of forms. Print letters as a whole, minus any segment which refers to 
a specific, continuing argument. Those could be lumped together at the end. Or 
maybe you could translate all the letters into Spanish?

000 Well, you're close. That's part of what I had decided to do. Next time, how
ever, I’m translating everything into Esperanto. I speak it like a native. (Line 
stolen from Dean Grennell. He stole it from a native of Esperan.) 000. .

BRUCE D. ARTHURS FORT LEE VIRGINIA

Bring back the segmented lettercol! I don't think it's suitable for most fanzines, 
but you put enough work, effort, and intelligent, editing into it to make it an out
standing trademark of AWRY, . .

000 Well, thanks. Maybe I'll reinstate it, after I've finished diddling around with 
a few offshoot versions of it, 000

MIKE GLICKSOHN . TORONTO ONTARIO CANADA

AWRY is an excellent fanzine, which I thoroughly enjoy reading. Peccable reproduc-
,tion aside, AWRY is indeed one. of the very best fanzines currently appearing and is 
unexcelled in the area of.good humorous writing. Unfortunately, good humorous 
writing tends to produce laughter, a good thing, but little comment, a bad thing,

«• ••£ v ' 4|



1 Bear Mr, Locke: I lined the catbox with your fanzine, I think AWRY stinks.
O0O0O0OoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOgOo.OoOoCoOqOoOo0.oOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOoOqOoOoOo0.oOoOoO

especially for the writer and editor. 000 Hmmm.,. Well, as Murray Moore stated in 
the last issue; "...in my case it doesn't provoke, comments. I stress "my case" 
because I don't know how to explain away all those other people!" Q00 . -■

Your own editorial, for example, is another piece of evidence for those who argue 
that you are your own best writer, but apart from being that and brightening up my 
day all it did was cause me to admire your ingenuity, wonder at a system where the 
water is cut off at a moment's notice, go and water the plants and ponder the 
connection with the abrupt rainshower that appeared out of an apparently cloudless 
sky. .. : • . ■ . : y . . u . . . ■' ■

Just one comment on your review of the Offutt book. "After-the-devastation" is not 
really an accurate. term', for this novel, since there has been no devastation, at least 
in the accepted use of the term. Society .has changed,. yes, but has not been des
troyed as such. I enjoyed the book too,, but it makes an even greater impact when 
thought of as an "if things go on" novel rather than removing the immediacy of the 

..warning by labelling the story "after the devastation". I think the book was a . 
. little too obviously the result of Andy's reading of the environmental, handbooks he 
credits, but it's a well-written .novel all the same, •. . -•■ : w - .

000 What is the accepted use of the term? As for "handbooks", only THE ENVIRON
MENTAL HANDBOOK is shown in the credits, 000 : ■

DENIS QUANE . . COMMERCE TEXAS

The arrangement of the letter column in AWRY N did. not- bother me. .and accompl?she^ its 
purpose. The non--segmented form in #5 is no better, and no worse - do it whichever 
way suits you, (Which, of course, is what you'll do anyway.) I agree that it is 
easier to read when it is printed as in Tp, rather than sideways - but some, of the 
complaints on the difficulty of reading it as it was seem exaggerated, to. say the 
least, ... ■

I haven't even mentioned Science Fiction once yet,,, I have noticed that a good 
many fanzines don't discuss.science fiction much, and for the most part, where this 
is true, I'm not much interested. The exceptions to this rule are due to'the per
sonality of the,editor, the character of the discussion in the letter column, or the 
attractiveness of the art-work. But, as a general rule, what I'm interested in get
ting from fanzines is news, views, & reviews of science fiction. That's what I 
started reading fanzines for, & that's why I'm likely to keep on reading them. (l 
won't say that's why I came into fandom; I haven't and I'm not all that sure I 
want to - and. probably won't be let in after that comment,,,. Now watch someone 
lecture me on the nature of fandom,) What I was trying to convey in my previous 
letter is that despite these principles- I did like AWRY; it is one of the exceptions 
mentioned above. - .- , . • . . • ■ ■p

In my last letter I had, due to thought associations during the course of writing 
the letter, mentioned two different kinds of relationship between Gerrold'-s- work 
& Heinlein's without distinguishing between them, I should clarify, and’ amplify, 
my comments on.that subject ; . .. .'.

In the case of THE TROUBLE WITH.TRIBBLES, the relationship between the story and the 
Martian :Fat Cats in Heinlein’s.THE ROLLING STONES was close enough.that Roddenberry 
cleared the story with Heinlein before they used it, And as to the story outline 
TOMORROW WAS YESTERDAY? - the colony ship, the mutiny leading to a loss of knowledge 
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It is not true that DEEP THROAT will be shown on TV and sponsored by Ace Tongue 
Depressors,
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of the'ship's true purpose, the two antagonistic factions occupying different-levels 
- is there, any doubt that if that story had been used, it would have had to ,b<3: 
cleared with Heinlein also?. ; ...

Not that there is any question of plagiarism. Not legally, after.all Heinlein 
waived any claim on TRIBBLES, and the other story was never written. And almost as 
certainly, not consciously either, Gerrold, like most science fiction fans of his 
generation and mine, was probably brought up on a steady diet of the Heinlein 
juveniles - they are so much a part of our common culture, that we no more think of 
where the ideas came from, than we remember when we learned the word "water",

I read THE TROUBLE WITH TRIBBLES after reading WHEN HARLIE WAS ONE, and it did not 
occur to me at either time to make any connection of the latter book with Heinlein, 
It was while writing the letter commenting on your review, and attempting to express 
why I found Gerrold's book unsatisfactory, that the comparison with Heinlein occurred 
to me. Once I had written "Heinlein did it a Lot better I remembered, the 
above considerations about TRIBBLES, and of course, being a confirmed run-off-at-the- 
mouth type, I just had to mention them. ■

But of course the two cases are different. The intelligent, conscious computer 
gaining control by its manipulations of human society is common coin of science . 
fiction - the idea does not belong to Heinlein or any other writer, and the way. . 
Gerrold uses the idea is so much different from Heinlein's that any idea that one 
story is "based"' on the other can be ruled out of court,. But the basic idea is the 
same, and being so invites comparison as to how effectively it is used,., An-’ Hein
lein's treatment is more effective, since he uses the idea as part of ,-a b-roauer 
pattern,, that allows him to comment on the nature of society as well as the specific 
question of how a conscious computer might manipulate it. At first sight, Heinlein's 
ending may seem more pat than Gerrold's, until one begins to think about the ques
tion of whether the narrator does in fact know what really happened.

The situation is somewhat the same with THE MAN WHO FOLDED HIMSELF, . I have not read 
this yet, and, even though I've bought a copy, the.reviews I've-read don't exactly 
encourage me (and I'm talking about the favorable reviews). Because, it would seem 
that Gerrold is again inviting comparison with Heinlein - this time with ALL YOU 
ZOMBIES. And, from everything I've read about the book, it sounds as if it. can't 
but help suffer by comparison. . . '■/ . •

SHERYL BIRKHEAD GAITHERSBURG MARYLAND

I really like Jackie's art and think that 60-WATT logo is about the best thing going. 
By all means, keep using it. 000 Ok, 000

LOREN MACGREGOR SEATTLE WASHINGTON

First of all, I still want you to turn down the cover, but at least it’s a.bit more 
subdued now.. Mainly because there's so many good things on it to distract" my' atten
tion, Jackie seems to be getting better by leaps and bounds, which is good to see. 
In other words, a good cover. The illo for ALIGN AND TILT reminded me of Wally 
Weber's garage print shop,

I liked your editorial, there. Did the blue water do any permanent damage? . I recall, 
back in my younger and more foolish days, a time when I managed to get ahold of a
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"People don't use the word awry in real life," - Ron Goulart, FILL IN .THE BLANK. 
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relatively large amount of gentian violet, a rather purple, and rather permanent, 
die. This is one of those things that.is used in tricks, puzzles and.games., where 
you — ha, ha -- put a die in someone's sink and turn his hands purple —the more 
he washes, the more it spreads, and the deeper purple it turns.. I.entertained brief 
thoughts of depositing the die in one or two of the local reservoirs and turning 
everyone in the .city purple. But I never did. . I wonder what type .of reaction, purple 
people would get? . ' ' . . ' . . . ..

000 I wonder what kind of reaction you'd have gotten,.. 000

Since Hike Deckinger has'written in, I will relate a Mike Deckinger story that . 
occurred while he was driving me around San Francisco this past March. We had just 
gone over.-the bridge and were overlooking the bay (Sausalito on the left, San Fran
cisco on the right, Alkatraz before me,..). ((Volleyed and sundered))) when I spotted 
a. car, parked right next, to Mike's, . "Why look.," I said, to get his attention. "I 
wonder.if that's. Dave Locke's car?" Mike looked surprised. "Does Dave drive a 
Porsche?".he asked. "I really don't know," I said ,truthfully.. "But look at the 
license. It 's a WRY!” ' And so it was. But he didn't have to hit .me,. . ■

On the subject of cigarette ads in books, I have received some sort of punishment 
for stating my opinion in print, While on vacation, I ran out of reading material, so 
I picked.- up a Barry Malz berg book in a drugstore, I noted, in passing that some of. 
the pages.-seemed to -be slightly off-color, but .1 really didn't pay much attention 
then; I. stuck it in my. pack and forgot about it for a while. When I finally started 
reading, . the book proved somewhat interesting, so I read on and on. Hal,fWay through, 
I came to one of those, cigarett e ads. "Damn," I sail, and turned the page. And 
turned the page. And turned the page. And turned the page. All told, there were 
sixteen of those damn things in a row, The entire, book was .only 140 pages, and 750, 
but those extra-thick sixteen pages sure made it look a lot bigger. Grumble, snort.

Cobblers, my-son, are those poor unfortunates who can't work anywhere else, so they 
fix shoes for a living. They usually have elves for assistants, since almost all 
cobblers are old and feeble, and can't get around much. These elves only co.me out 
at night, though, ..and..fix the shoes then so the. cobbler will think, he's crazy, and 
that h.e 'ß.. been working ' in his sleep.

They're called cobblers because they live on cobblestone streets, of which there 
aren't any any more. Cobblestone streets used to be made. of cherry pits left over 
from cherry cobblers — the pits or stones were coated with Cement and placed in 
the. road to dry -- but with the food shortages, the practice went out of favor..

I. thank, you.,, and : I; thank all your contributors, -People who say. Rotsler. and Gilli
land aren't artists astound me — look at their drawings, and there's never an. 
extraneous line, or a line out of place. They both know what they want, and know 
what they have to do to get it. I especially liked Rotsler's lighthouse for Tina's 
column. .. ....... ..........

£ACK_WÖpHAig_:_______________ :_____________ :_____________ _______--„CABOOLTURE AUSTRALIA

I've heard of soap-operas, but; you having .your cake and excessively coating yourself 
with it reveals a somewhat, extraordinary mentality, if I may say so. You must, be 
very trying to your dear Feeb, and she has my gondolances, as the man said when his 
bird .fell off. a boat in Venice. Possibly you think that cleanliness is next to godli
ness, but Feeb and I know, don’t, we? that you can-work up what lather you like, and
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The last man on Earth sat alone in a womb.
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still you. won't have a prayer.

In one of your more lucid moments, you may be able to be pleased to know that this 
magazine thing of yours, EERIE, or AIRY, or HAIRY, or EYRIE, dr whatever, is not so 
bad, in spots. Hensel and Grennell were suitably polka dotty, and Rotsler is begin
ning to be thought brilliant, if not downright unstable. As for the Kubrick film, it 
would better had been called THE CARDBOARD ORANGE, for, of all the characters portray
ed, not one aroused so much as a responsive twinge from the finer emotions’; such as 
lust, hate.;, disgust, embarrassment, rage, etc. For all its violence and appurtenances 
the whole thing was so neutrally insensitive as to be virtually anesthetic. Shirley 
Temple grabbed me more. . .

Ah me, idealism is so beautiful that it's a pity ideal people are so few.'

As for.'cobblers', my son,, this is an English slang term, too crude to be used nor- 
ma~‘.ly oy any but .the most uncouth of the lower classes, but is an expression a gentle
man may legitimately use towards ex-colonials, and Yankees generally. To politely1 
define the meaning of this vulgarity, let us assume that a foot, clad in stout and 
hobnailed leather, is brought into acutely sharp contact with those glands which 
vas.ectomy so effectively nullify. In such case, the subject might be described as 
having.received 'a boot in the cobblers,'. Doubtless the reference has some ancient 
..connection with shoemakers, sticking to bang away at their lasts.

000 Shoemakers, sticking to bang,away at .their'lasts? 000

To.be sworn at in another language is as futile as a Frenchman trying to cut it with 
a 'Frisco chick by telling her she's a little cabbage. Good round Anglo-Saxon 
'bollocks'.(see 'cobblers', above), becomes refined to 'bollix' in the U.S., genteel 
enough to be used at dinner-parties without causing offense. Likewise the New World 
prefers 'ass' to.the more robust and less confusing 'arse' of the Old Country. And 
an American wastes his breath if lie calls a Briton a 'son-of-a-bitch', an insult which 
occasions ho visceral reaction whatsoever. In jest I once called a Dutch colleague 
' schweinhunde' , which,, to me, equivalates to 'pig-dog Englander’, 'donner und blitzen', 
'Heil Hitler', and suchlike amusing Germanic quotations. However, he took it seriously, 
,it held keenly denigrating content to himj and his feelings were most hurt. It took 
me quite a while to convince him.that I only meant to call him a bastard, which was 
alright, 'bastard' in Australia being more or less a term of endearment.

So, you see, the breadth of your ignorance of English bad language is comforting, 
Jocularly, be assured, up your khyber, you great berk, and may your dear trouble’s 
bristols never grow taters.

0,00 The same, to you, fella5., 000 .. ." .

-_______ _________________ x_______ _____________ _________5?2?JA_iLLiNois
I went to see WESTWORLD last night and will almost certainly see it tomorrow, even 
though it means forgoing a chance to see a televised Sub game. The complaints that 
Crichton's ANDROMEDA.STRAIN was somewhat pedestrian in approach were accurate, but I 
tnink the man may have been a bit under-rated. In WESTWORLD, he shows himself quite 
capable of becoming, one,of the finest SF film directors. Visually, the film is a 
treat, seizing upon the chance for. some.excellent shots,. The story line is perhaps 
a bit weak, failing to. capitalize on some of the probabilities, but well above the 
average for any type of film. There is a haunting quality about much of. it; many
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scenes have recurred often in my mind throughout the day. By ail means, see it.

You have gathered quite a collection of writers, I don’t mind telling you that I 
enjoyed your-soap-ridden plight far more than you probably did, My dad says you 
should have politely asked the guys outside to turn the water back on for.a minute. 
(What I would give for a transcript of’their conversation immediately following such 
an event I) ' ■ • . . .

000 You tell me what you'd give, and maybe' I’ll Write it up for you,.., 000

The reviews were of the type I like to see: they're concerned with the business of 
selling the book, not presuming you already.read it and.trying to jog your memory. 
It also makes me glad I didn’t buy THE ALIEN CONDITION.

Goddam! .You better be at Torcon. I want to meet the man who answered Chris Walker 
- "and Denis QUane in particular, 000 Sorry about that, ... .We took five weeks and .toured 

the country, instead. T hate to imagine what my wife would, have said if I had tried 
to divert-a week of that time for attending a convention. . 000

I've never really worried' about noises in a vacuum, either sublimating it to a part 
of the ■soundtrack music Or jubt. accepting the fact that the producers businessmen) ■ 
are going to sacrifice accuracy for what they feel is more acceptable to the viewing 
audience (notice that I said feel; the actual state of affairs is. less■important than 
what they perceive to be the state of reality, since they will act accordingly),

: .. ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA

One thing.in-particular which caught my attention was Mike ulicksohn's thoughts con
cerning, loc^writing (I refuse to use the term "letterhacking." . in this context)., Until 
recently.» I made it ja policy’to loc every fanzine I received. "What happened-is that 
I became-jaded’, ’ tired of straining to find something to comment on. Glicksohn is- 
right. The only sensible, and honest,.thing to,do is to loc only when one feels

•powerfully motivated to communicate what he thinks,. Fortunately most of the fanzines 
I receive prompt -me to do this, . However, I have recently passed up two fanzines 
without loccing. In the past I would have felt some sort of guilt that I was .shirking 
a fannish obligation, but now I no longer feel this guilt; -for which I am indebted to 
Hike Glicksohn,. • (Söife fakcfeii will no douht accuse Glicksohn of corrupting youth and 
shaking up fannish traditions, io which I can only ..shake my head and move on.) Let it 
be noted, however, that I always respond in some way, whether it be loc. trade, or 
review in THE WSFA JOURNAL, and often all three. " ’ ’ ' ' '

000 Your thanks are going to the wrong party. It was Glicksohn who was attempting to 
force LoGs out of people who traded with him, something which didn't make any sense 
to me. And in the last issue, although he was writing me because he wanted to and . 
not because he felt, forced to do so, he still felt-it a good policy to require letters 
out of the people who were trading with him. The opinions you express above, are the 
ones that I expressed to him in AWRY #4, 000 . .

I find your review column excellent and would like to see it expanded. The reviews 
are.’ interesting and also serve as a useful guide. On the basis of your review in 
I definitely intend.to read THE CASTLE KEEPS, a book I might otherwise have passed up. 
It seems to me that the similarity that Denis Quane points to. between WHEN HARLIE WAS 
ONE and THE MOON IS A HARSH MISTRESS is a very superficial one. The books bear no 
real similarity in theme or in plot» but only in a few basic background elements. For
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Sometimes I get tired of listening to myself think. ' ■■1 0
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me, Gerrold's book-was far more interesting, clever, exciting, endearing, humorous, 
and over all, better written, ' ' p

I wish you would go. back tb listing the', full addresses of the letterwriters. Many 
faneds, myself included, scan lettercols for possible additions to their mailing list. 
Not listing the full addresses hurts the intercommunication of fandom. 000 Go back to 
it-? In AWRY I've never done it. Never will, either. 000

I have an intense curiosity about your lettered for #6. I just can't think of any 
revolutionary way in which the lettercol can be presented. 000 You're building it up 
too' much. In I said "I've two ideas in mind concerning a lettercol format which 
I haven't seen done before, so I'll give them a try". In -,/5 I noted, regarding letter
columns, that' I wanted to "experiment with a different way of doing it". Revolution
ary, no. Diff erentmaybe, 000 ..

DAVE PIPER ■ MIDDLESEX ENGLAND

No. 5 is well up to your standard. Specially the shower bit. Lovely. Only trouble 
is I knew that at some stage in the proceedings you were gonna mention to your son & 
heir about flushing the toilet and he was gonna do it and gurgle, gurgle, gurgle.-.. 
no more water. Still I suppose that's a sign of your extreme age... getting predicta
ble in your old age Locke.

000 That's what my wife keeps telling me: "I knew you were going to do that", or, "I 
knew you were going to say that". A sad thing to be 29 and predictable... 000

I don't agree with Harry Warner, and I specially don't agree with Harry Warner on the 
question of -M*A*S*H-, Apart from THE ODD COUPLE and the US version-of TILL DEATH.. I 
reckon it's the funniest -series our TV has bought from the U.S. I don't see that the 
only legitimate use of war, illness, violence, etc., is to make a statement or ram 
home a message. • 000 Agreed, 000 '

I would guess that it's hardly necessary for me to say this but: my 'letters of comment' 
to. fanzines and most particularly to humourzines such as AWRY are, I'll admit, hardly 
'letters of comment'. It's not that there's nothing to comment on or that I don’t want 
to comment, it's just that I find myself, in practically every Case, writing chatty 
personal type letters even if I start off with good intentions of commenting. I guess 
it's the case, in my case, of writing the .type of letter I prefer to read in letter
columns. ■ - . .-■ ■ ■ A ■ ■■

Point is: is it the type you prefer? As I can't buy AWRY, do my letters constitute 
an adequate response? You've sent me each issue so far, but it's a little worrying in 

. between issues as to whether . I'm gonna get the next one. . ■ .. '

IMHO I just can't understand those fans (if there are any and from Mike Glicksohn's 
comments and others I have to accept that there are) who pay for a magazine and consi
der that payment as sufficient response. Even if I pay for a magazine I still feel 
obligated to write a "comment". But that obligation is qualified really in that I, 
invariable, want to. And not for egoboo I hasten to add: I still haven't quite gotten 
over that feeling of embarrassment when a letter of mine appears in a lettercol. 
Doubt if I ever will. Point I’m.getting' at is, in my case (and I'd guess in quite a 
few others of your 100+ hard-core responders) I wouldn't object to paying for AWRY and 
such payment wouldn't cause me to stop eye-bashing you with crappy old letters like 
this.
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If I'm a hard-nosed bastard it's because people make me that way, 
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So what am I saying/asking? You may well ask! I appear to be bogged down 'ere,' " Um. 
.Wpll,.-why,don’t you take, subs for the magazine for a limited time and see how it
goes. That way you 'cl get a bit of revenue to finance the thing (I'd guess "it 's-cost
ing you quite a lot) and (y’see there is a method in my madness! ^you'll ; be'ablest o 
continue publishing for years and maybe (hope, hope) more often.

000 I have no objection to some form of payment.being required for one sample, copy 
of a fanzine. Beyond that, receiving payment for a fanzine makes no sense to me, 
AWRY is in business because I like to'receive good'letters and trades and because ! 
like to,produce a fanzine for my own enjoyment, When someone pays for a fanzine they 
have absolutely no obligation to do anything further in the way of "response"; why 
should they? As receiving money is not one of the reasons why I publish a fanzine, 

... and as receiving money, would reduce the number of letters and trades which T would
obtain, I resultantly do not offer this fanzine on a subscription basis. For the 
amount of money which someone would be willing io pay for continued receipt of AWRY, 
it would not be worth maintaining such an anonymous person on my mailing list.- It's 
really that simple,

,, It's-not. so much.the content of a letter which makes it "sterling"; it's the manner
. of presentation-.. Again, I like ..good letters, Long-time readers needn't worry about

. consistent qua/ity;. it's average quality I'm looking for. (But if ’ the' first LoC-I 
Receive from, someone is not good) the writer's npme gets wiped from fthe mailing list 
- zero out of one is not a good average,.,). ’ ' " .

■ Likewise,.- I do not accept, all trades. "Selected trades" is an enforced policy. 
. ■ ..) ..." . ' :-i- • ‘ '-ii’.-i.' 000

Prior’to this issue I accepted "six 80 stamps" for a sample copf, This has .legg^dis
continued because, it was not worth the effort. Sending out sample copies is strictly

I a'gamble, and six-80 stamps do not cover even production and mailing 'costs. In some 
; ■ cases I wound up sending sample copies to people whom I knew I did not wish added to

the mailing list, and this was a.;.ciear loss in both money and effort) -For $1,00, 
it's worth the effort even if I'know'the person will receive no more thaii that one 
copy, If people are not willing to pay $1.00 for d sample copy, that’s fine, too.

It' s a hardnose policy, yes: in some .ways, I also maintain people on the' mailing 
. ■ -list who never respond in any manner, simply because I wish them to receive AWRY.

Let.-'s put-it this, way: it 's; my..policies "simply because it's my fanzine) My policies
■ vary.from the traditional fop fhc. purpose of the editor obtaining as muchenjoyment 

as .possible .from the production oif AHRY by minimizing the aggravation'caused by the 
less desireable factors inherent in fanzine publishing, '■ ■ -‘ • '

I'll go to .hell in my own way... 000

JAY KINNEY ' ' new address: '' 160 Gaselli,vSAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94114 ,

> I just-got back.from the East Coast where I went to Torcon and dawdled around in 
Brooklyn for.a couple of w'^eks, becoming suspicious, moody and paranoid which is now 
my traditional reaction upon visiting my Old haunting grounds. This intense.'reaction 
to. the environment., was muted a bit of course when I was going to school iir Brooklyn 
as I knew- I was stuck there for a long stretch so I accepted the Big Apple'with: mag
nanimous open arms and was mugged three times; Arnie Katz always contends that T 
simply attract mpggers as rotting food attracts flies, which is not to say that I can 
be smelled at a distance of 10 yards, merely to point out that I tend to walk around 
in cruddy neighborhoods in the wee hours of the morning, Arnie points out that HE has
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In the Space Age, isn't it more proper to say that Man ascended from the Ape?
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never been mugged, but that doesn't count as who would mug a big hulking 6 foot near
sighted Frozen Food writer? Not me. Anyway Arnie never leaves his apartment except 
to go to work every morning and for an early evening stroll now and then for ice cream. 
He insists that people visit HIM, have a good time, stay late, and then go home to their 
own cruddy neighborhoods where they promptly get mugged.

However such enjoyable occurances are far less frequent since I have moved out to the 
Bay Area. All the hills in San Francisco, discourage muggers as it's too much work to 
rip-off someone and then run post-haste up 800 feet of concrete at a 60-degree angle.

AWRY 5: It's good, it's zany, it's neat and it squeeks in the dark, '

ALIGN g TILT (continued)
The only thing that can be guaranteed for the next issue is a rather awry cover by Jay 
Kinney, and a more plentiful amount of interior art. All else is in the stages of 
negotiation, or will be as soon as I get some more scotch,

I should have known better after two previously bad experiences1, but some time ago I 
went out and bought a second car (as opposed to staying home and sending for it). New. 
Our third new car.. The first two broke down on the trip home from the dealership.
For several months now I've been telling our friends how great this little Fiat Spyder 
is (that's what it's called on the registration. On the back of the car is the wording 
Sport 85O, Inside the car is the word Torino. They must have'had some extra decals 
left over, and didn't know what else to do with them). Nothihg serious ever seemed to 
happen to it, which, considering our lousy track record with automobiles, was'some 
sort of miracle. Our friends would just smile when they heard this, and make note of 
the fact that the car still had the original wax job.

At 3000 miles I took it in for maintenance service, which is probably the biggest mis
take anyone could ever make. Never take a car to a garage while the car is still work
ing. When I went to pick it up, the door wouldn't close; or at least it wouldn't close 
until I finally managed to slam it shut, to the accompaniment of a large tinkling sound 
as something mechanical broke off and fell down inside the door. Well, that seemed to 
correct the problem, as the door at least worked satisfactorily, so the next step was 
to pull out the manual choke and start the car. The choke is a direct feed to the rear 
engine, and under normal circumstances it pulls out to approximately two inches at full 
extension. So you can imagine the sound of my heartbeat as I managed to pull out the 
choke to a full arm's length. It was the old unending-handkerchief-up-the-sleeve 
trick, but it didn't amuse me worth a damn. ■

Having paid the bill to a second-shift salesman, there wasn't anything I could do about 
the problem until the service department resumed business on the following Monday. So 
I tried to .drive the thing over the weekend. Driving was no problem. Stopping was the 
problem; the engine died every time. ■ '

On Monday I got 'the usual "we couldn't possibly have done this to your car" 'attitude, 
to which I gave back my usual "yes you did too you bastards". I left the car, and a 
couple Of hOUPs later got a phone call from the service manager. I haven't heard any
one that apologetic since Nixon first discussed the Watergate incident. He explained 
in exacting detail all the screwups which had been performed upon the body Of my car, 
and made specific mention that all of this would be corrected at absolutely no charge
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to anyone within this -household..

At 6000.miles, and not knowing any better, I again took the Fiat in for maintenance 
service. It isn't my intention to be too predictable about this, but after getting 
the car back I found that it worked about as well as air-brakes on a turtle. .As it's 
altogether too exciting to try and work a Fiat without haying a reliable second gear, 
I rehearsed my "you bastard" speech and then drove back tp the. shop,. .

I won't swear to the fact that the tears in. the service manager's eyes were real,...but 
his aghast "what, we screwed up your car again?" se.emed to be genuinely extemporaneous, 
(I believe the TROUBLE-SHOOTING MANUAL FOR .SERVICE MANAGERS uses a somewhat'different 
line). Great people. Friendly, apologetic as all hell, willing io acknowledge and 
correct a mistake. Just >not very, good-mechanics, that's all........ - ., . ...

The other day, at approximately 6800 miles, the Fiat came down with an illness which 
it appeared to have contracted all on its own - as opposed to, say, the doctor leaving 
a scalpel in its engine. Very strange problem, actually. When hitting fourth gear, 
between the speeds of 40 to ^5 mph, from underneath the dash would emit , the unhealthy 
sound of crackling electricity. , . .„...

This all occurred on a 9-mile drive home from work, and when going to'work the1 next 
day, and when going home again that night. Today it also occurred when driving the car 
to the dealer's service department. The. service manager greeted me with his psual 
"what's wrong this time, Mr, Locke?", and listened patiently to the electricity story.

We'then got' into the car and he drove it approximately a mile, while we strained our 
ears and heard absolutely nothing. Then we.turned around, stopped, and I drove it. back 
to the dealership while we again listened to absolutely nothing. Then we both got out 
of the car and stood around on one foot, while.he told.the cliched story of hew this 
kind of thing happens all the time, "Damndest thing,".he said. "Damndest' th^ng. Any
thing else We can do for you?" ■ . . . .' ... ■ >. ..

I didn't hear the sound on the way home, either.

Maybe.I'Il hear it tomorrow.
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